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ABSTRACT




This thesis describes an experimental determination of 
the isotopic composition of cosmic rays, and discusses the 
implications of the measurement for theories of cosmic ray 
origin. The work is seminal in that it gives the first high 
resolution results in the region Neon through Iron. After a 
brief introduction to the significance of the experiment and 
previous work in Chapter I, Chapters II and III recount the 
design of the balloon-borne instrument with which the 
measurements were performed. The analysis of the data, 
including interaction rejection with consistency criteria, 
calibration of the instrument using the flight data, and 
charge and mass assignments for each event, is discussed in 
the fourth chapter. A systematic method of treating the 
non-linear response of plastic scintillators is a feature of 
the data analysis. Chapter 7 presents isotopic mass 
histograms and traces the nuclear interaction corrections 
through the instrument and the atmosphere. The instrumental 
performance is evaluated at the close of this chapter. In
Chapter VI, a conventional propagation model is used to 
translate the observations through the interplanetary medium 
and the galaxy to the sources. Chapter VII concludes the 
thesis vith a discussion of the significance of the results 
in the context of published nucleosynthesis theory.
An Appendix gives full details of the unique pathlength 
correction system developed for the experiment.
This thesis provides an affirmative answer to the 
question "do the isotopic abundances of cosmic rays at the 




go.cm- 2 grams per square centimeter; a unit of material 
thickness
dE/dx kinetic energy loss per gm.cm-2
A**B notation for A to the power B
X.EY notation for X times 10 to the power Y
pm photomultiplier, converts light to electric current
E kinetic energy; also denotes kinetic energy
measuring detector, or the output of such a 
detector
S dE/dx measurement or detector
C Cerenkov measurement or detector
k, K normalization constants
n refractive index
v velocity in units of the speed of light
PEN p .netration detector, the bottom element of the
experiment
Q,g standard deviation, sigma
Qpe sigma due to photoelectron statistics
M mass of nucleus
Z particle charge





This thesis describes an experimental determination of 
the isotopic composition of cosmic rays. The work is 
seminal in that it gives the first high mass resolution 
results in the region Neon through Iron. In this 
introductory chapter, we set the stage for the results to 
follow with a brief survey of current notions of cosmic ray 
origin, and a review of previous experimental achievements 
in this area.
1.0 THEORIES OF COSMIC RAY ORIGIN
It was in 1934, only four years after the discovery of 
the neutron, that the theory of cosmic ray origin which is 
now thought most likely was proposed by Baade and Zwicky 
(Baade and Zwicky, 1934). Since the 1950's, the debate on 
cosmic ray origin has centered on two main issues:
1. local versus extragalactic origin;
2. supernova (or other stellar event) versus statistical 
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The results presented in this thesis bear on the second 
issue; regarding the first, we note only that at the 
energies we are discussing (ca 6 .E8 eV), recent gamma-ray 
observations (Fichtel et al., 1975) have put the the weight 
of evidence with the galactic hypothesis (Stecker, 1975; 
Burbidge, 1974).
The inferences that can be made about cosmic ray origin 
from our isotopic composition measurements will draw heavily 
upon the theory of the evolution of matter in stars. This 
theory, first introduced in detail by Burbidge et al.
(1957), shows the way in which a universe of primordial 
Hydrogen evolves to the observed state of 92 different 
elements, through the burning of matter deep in the inferior 
of stars. The burning takes place in stages of ever 
increasing temperature and decreasing interval of time: 
Hydrogen burning, in which Helium or Carbon, Nitrogen and 
Oxygen are formed, spans some 1.E9 years, while the final 
step of evolution, in which massive stars build up the 
majority of the periodic table, is an explosive event, which 
may last only some hours or seconds. Figure 1.1 (from 
Beeves, 1968) shows the stages of nucleosynthesis, as they 
are presently conceived. It is with the last step, which is 
the explosion of supernovae, that many theorists have 
associated cosmic ray origin (Ginzburg, 1957). The 
arguments in favor of this association are the matching of 
the enormous energy content of the cosmic rays in the galaxy 
(3.E49 to 1.E50 ergs) to the energy output of supernovae.
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and the observations of gamma rays (Hartman et al., 1976) 
from the vicinity of known supernova remnants in the galaxy.
The gamma ray observations are taken to be evidence of 
energetic particles producing pi-0 mesons, which decay to 
gamma rays.
Opposing this point of view historically were (1) 
theories of statistical interstellar origin (Fermi mechanism 
Fermi, 1949, 1954), which propose that moving magnetic fields 
in the interstellar medium may accelerate the cosmic rays 
because of the statistically higher probability of a head-on 
collision (energy gain), than an overtaking collision 
(energy loss); and (2) the point of view that the observed 
acceleration of particles by the sun is evidence that 
ordinary stars may provide the bulk of the cosmic rays 
(Bichtmeyer and Teller , 1949) .
Recently, the Fermi mechanism was mated with supernova 
origin in the acceleration theory of Scott and Chevalier 
(1975). Hagnetic "knots" in the expanding supernova shock 
wave accelerate particles by the second-order Fermi 
mechanism. Another modern variant of the supernova origin 
theory is the neutron-star (pulsar) accelerator mechanism of 
Sturrock (1971). In this theory the rotational kinetic 
energy of the neutron star is transferred to charged 
particles by the neutron star's intense magnetic field.
He should keep in mind the following points regarding
cosmic ray origin theories:
1. nucleosynthesis theory has proceeded by attempting to 
match the composition predicted by stellar model 
calculations to the observed solar system abundances. 
"Solar system" (Cameron, 1974) abundances were fixed at 
this location some 1.E9 years ago. That these 
abundances are typical of the present epoch in other 
reaches of the galaxy is an untested assumption. This 
is an important premise underlying the comparison of 
cosmic ray composition with solar system abundances.
2. The exact mechanism of supernova explosions is still
highly uncertain, although there exist some models 
(Colgate, 1965,1973; Arnett, 1966). None of the 
mechanisms proposed for the supernova detonation are 
currently free from serious objection. A recent review 
article comments: "The nuclear groundwork is being laid
for the calculation of the cosmic rays produced in 
supernovae and other explosive events." (Fowler, 1975).
3. Supernova origin faces a severe problem in that 
energetic particles within the cavity of the source may 
suffer adiabatic deceleration due to the expanding 
magnetic field (Kulsrud and Zwiebel, 1975; but see also 
Cowsik and Wilson, 1975.).
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4.. Fermi acceleration requires an injection mechanism for
the particles# in order that the rate of energy gain
exceed the ionization loss,. The ionization loss goes as 
Z**2# which strongly constrains the available injection 
mechanisms.
5. It has been proposed that variations of cosmic ray
composition from the solar system abundances may be 
explained entirely in terms of selective acceleration 
mechanisms (Casse and Goret# 1973; Casse# Goret and 
Cesarsky# 1975). This hypothesis (in its strongest 
form) removes the cosmic rays from any connection with 
the site of the nucleosynthesis# the source material for 
the cosmic rays being simply the ambient interstellar 
medium and/or the outer envelope of the accelerating 
body.
Setting aside the limitations of the theories# we may
see from Figure 1.2 the reason for the central importance of 
Iron in the nucleosynthesis chain. Iron# being the most 
stable of all elements# is the final product of nuclear 
fusion reactions. Any further composition changes result in 
energy loss to the star. The isotopic Iron abundances 
reflect in the most direct manner the temperatures and 
densities at the site of the nucleosynthesis,. If the cosmic 
rays have their origin in an extreme environment such as the 
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their isotopic composition. However, if they are produced 
in an environment in which nuclear build-up is not 
occurring, it is expected that the composition would not 
differ significantly from the solar system abundances 
predicted by standard nucleosynthesis theory.
2.0 PREVIOUS EXPERIMENTAL ACHIEVEMENTS
The study of the isotopic composition of the cosmic 
rays has a history which follows the evolution of the 
instrumentation from small experiments capable of resolving 
the isotopes of Hydrogen and Helium (Fan et al., 1966), to 
present-day balloon experiments weighing nearly a ton, which 
have the ability to resolve species for a wide range of 
elements and energies.
At the present time, a variety of approaches are being 
pursued. Below, we discuss briefly the method and results
of the leading groups, restricting ourselves to those 
reporting isotopic information for Z>9.
Fisher et al (1975, Goddard Space Flight Center) have
presented results on isotopic composition from the 
Cerenkov-Range analysis of data obtained with the instrument 
shown in Figure 1.3. It may be noted that in this
experiment, spark grids are used to define the particle
trajectory through the flat detectors, and that the 
scintillators S3-S14 are used to bring the particle to rest.
University of Kiel 
Plastic Track Detector Experiment
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Figure • 1.4
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In this way, multiple dE/dx measurements are made, and the 
range measurement is absolute to within the thickness of a 
detector. Charge is determined from dE/dx versus range, 
while the Cerenkov-range pair give mass information. These 
results may also be seen in Figure 1.3.
Bartholema et al (1975, University of Kiel) analyzed 
particles stopping in a stack of eighteen 250-micron thick 
sheets of Lexan polycarbonate.. Heavy nuclei stopping in the 
plastics leave a cylindrical region of radiation damage 
which is later etched. The dimension of the resultant 
cavities in the plastic along the particle track reflect the 
rate of ionization energy loss (dE/dx). This combination of 
dE/dx measurement with precisely determined range allows 
mass analysis. Figure 1.4 shows these results, aud gives an 
illustration of the technique.
Dwyer and Meyer (1976; University of Chicago) obtained 
results on Ne, Hg, and Si with their scintillator-Cerenkov 
experiment. Flying their package at a geomagnetic latitude 
such that cosmic rays of energies just above the Cerenkov 
threshold were cut off by the geomagnetic field, they 
analyzed the distribution of Cerenkov pulse heights to
obtain the mean mass of each element. They quote values of
20.45, 24.32, and 28.26, respectively. These values are
corrected for atmospheric interactions, and refer to
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Benegas et al (1975, St Louis) used a similar approach
to estimate the mean mass of iron. They give a value of
54.2+/-1.3 AMU,.
The 1973 results of Webber et al (University of New 
Hampshire) continue to be competetive vith the later results 
mentioned above. The experiment was an earlier generation 
of that described in this thesis. We display these results
and that instrument in Fig 1.5.
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CHAPTER II
EXPERIMENT: DESCRIPTION AND DETECTOR TECHNIQUE
The measurement of the isotopic composition of the
cosmic rays is an exciting challenge to the experimental 
physicist, both because of the likely significance of the 
results to the question of cosmic ray origin, and the 
difficulty of the measurement. The task is intrinsically 
difficult because
1. the flux of primary particles is low: less that one
Iron particle per square meter-steradian-Mev-hour;
2. the physical difference among the isotopes of each
element is small: the mass difference is only 2%/AHU
for the Iron isotopes; and
3. the cosmic ray nuclei are fragile at these energies,
fragmenting into lower atomic weight nuclides when they 
collide with other nuclei.
Making further demands upon the experimentalist's 
technique is the extreme environment of the upper atmosphere 
in which the instrument must function reliably.
MEASURES:
dE/dX: 
(charge 8  velocity)
Radius of trajectory 
from detector axis
Cerenkov light C _ 
(charge 8  velocity)-
dE/dX





1974 UNH COSMIC RAY 
ISOTOPE DETECTOR 
(GF=824cm2-ster)
SI:Vi;x 30 “ RC45" 
PIL-Y (ONE 7PM)
SI*: VX3Q" PIL-Y









S2: V„" X 18%"
^R C 39" PIL-Y 
(FOUR 5" PM’s
.£1:2%" X 24" PIL-Y 
(FOUR 5" PM’s)
E2: 2'4" X 34", PIL-Y 
(ONE 5" PM)
PEN3/," X 34" 
RC45'; NE102 
(THREE 3" PM’s)
Figure 2.1. 1974 UNH Cosmic Ray Isotope Experiment
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To facilitate the discussion of our solutions to these 
challenges, we have divided the topic between chapters II 
and III. This chapter gives a survey of the instrument,
introduces the factors which contribute to the resolution of
each detector type, and gives some details of our 
experimental technique. Chapter III gives a discussion of 
the design of the complete system.
1.0 SURVEY OF THE EXPERIMENT
Figures 2.1 and 2.2 show a line drawing and a
photograph of the instrument. It is designed to study the 
isotopic composition, energy spectrum, and chemical 
abundances of cosmic ray species from Z=2 (Helium) through 
Z=28 (Nickel) in energy intervals starting at 200 
Mev/nucleon, and extending as high as 50 Gev/n. The mode of 
interest in this discussion is that in which the particles 
are brought to rest in the thick counters E1 and E2 
(stopping mode). In this mode maximum information on
isotopic composition is obtained.
The main design objectives pertinent to the isotopic 
composition mode were:
1. Resolution substantially less than one AMU for Z=2 to 28





3. Nuclear interaction rejection capability
4. Simplicity and reliability
The main features of the telescope as seen in Figure
2.1 are:
1. S 1 and S2, the two thin scintillators, which measure the 
rate of ionization energy loss, dE/dx, and define the 
telescope geometry*;
2. the thick scintillators El and E2, in which the
particles of interest are brought to rest, thus
measuring the residual kinetic energy E;
3. the Cerenkov detector C, which measures particle
velocity. Isotopic separation is achieved with this
counter because at fixed charge and velocity, heavier
isotopes penetrate deeper into the E counters. The 
material between the C and E counters and the rapid
change of Cerenkov output with velocity combine to 
magnify this separation.
Also seen in Figure 2.1 are the gas Cerenkov detector
(which is not of interest for low-energy isotope resolution,
since its threshold energy is well above the energy of
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particles which can stop in the E c o u n t e r s ) f and the SI*
counter, which is provided to measure the radius of the
particle trajectory from the detector axis. This
information i s  used to correct for pathlength differences 
and thereby t o  improve the resolution of the C, S2, E 1 , and 
E2 detectors. The N detector helps establish the scale of 
the radius measurement in S 1 a . The penetration detector 
(PEN) discriminates between particles which pass through E2 
and those which stop in it.
The energy range of the stopping mode is illustrated in 
Figure 2.3, which shows the incident kinetic energy per 
nucleon required of particles to activate each detector as a 
function of atomic number. The band of energies in which 
the particle stops (below PEN threshold) and the Cerenkov
threshold is exceeded is the region of interest for this 
study. An alternate mode of istopic analysis, applicable to 
all low-2 particles stopping in E1 or E2 is available, which 
uses the S counter instead of the Cerenkov counter. The two 
modes of analysis are complementary, since the Cerenkov 
threshold does not occur for particles which stop in the E 
counters until Z = 8 , while the resolving power of the S 
versus E1 or E2 analysis is best for Z < 8 .
The detection process using scintil l a t o r s  and Cerenkov 
radiators starts when particles passing through the detector 
material have part of their energy l o s s  converted to light.
In plastic scintillators, the light production occurs in
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four steps. The particle ionizes atoms in its path, 
producing a thick jet of knock-on electrons; the electrons 
excite atoms along their path; the excited atoms decay, 
emitting in the ultraviolet; and finally the ultraviolet 
light is absorbed and reradiated in the visible spectrum by 
wavelength shifters in the plastic. ks a crude 
approximation, the light output (L) of plastic scintillators 
is proportional to the particle's energy loss; L=&(dE/dx) .
Cerenkov radiation is an electromagnetic effect by 
which particles travelling faster than the speed of light in 
a medium are decelerated (Jelley, 1954). While
scintillation light exhibits significant departures from 
L-k (dE/dx), Cerenkov light "C" is governed exactly by the 
relation
C =  K ' Z 2 ( l - i — L — )(nv)2 '
n being the refractive index ox the medium, and v being the 
velocity in units of the ve3.ocity of light. On the other 
hand, the yield of light from Cerenkov detectors is much 
less than that from scintillators. (Note the twelve 
photomultipliers used to view the C detector.)
The detection process is completed when light from the 
Cerenkov or scintillator plastic finds its way to a 
photomultiplier, and is converted to an electrical pulse for 
digitization. The light diffusion boxes tfhich surround the 
Sc C ,E and PEN elements are seen in Figure 2.1. The box 
walls are painted with Basou paint, which has a reflectivity
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of 9756, to minimize loss of useful photons during their 
transport from the plastic to the photomultiplier.
2.0 RESOLOTION OF INDIVIDUAL DETECTORS
Stated in its simplest form, our experiment design 
problem is to find a configuration of detectors such that 
the separation of adjacent isotopes is greater than the 
resolution of the system. Thus the design study focusses 
first on the resolution (Q) of each detector. We give next 
a discussion of the physical effects which contribute to the 
resolution of the individual Cerenkov, dE/dx, and E 
counters.
2.1 PEOTOELECTRON STATISTICS
All detectors which collect photons with
photomultipliers are subject to resolution broadening due to
photoelectron statistics (Qpe). The conversion efficiency
of photons to electrons at the photomultipler cathode is
typically 20 55. Poisson statistics governs fluctuations in
the number of electrons emitted (J) for a given light pulse.
Neglecting the contribution to the broadening from
succeeding stages of the tube, we have*:
Qpe = /“J" /(J-l)
* All resolutions (Q,q) are expressed as one sigma 
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Cerenkov Response Components
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For C e r e n k o v  d e t e c t o r s ,  p h o t o e l e c t r o n  s t a t i s t i c s  d o m i n a t e s  
the r e s o l u t i o n  o v e r  much o f  t h e  o p e r a t i n g  r a n g e .
Note t h a t  s i n c e  C e r e n k o v  o u t p u t  C v a r i e s  a s  Z # * 2 ,
C
w c Z k C }
where:
g = r e s o l u t i o n  f o r  v = 1 f 7.= 1 p a r t i c l e s ,  and
Cmax is t h e  C e r e n k o v  o u t p u t  fo r  v=1 p a r t i c l e s  of c h a r g e  Z.
2.2 F A S T  K N O C K - O N  E L E C T R O N S  I N  C E R E N K O V  C O U N T E R S
A s m a l l  f r a c t i o n  of the k n o c k - o n  e l e c t r o n s  h a v e  
v e l o c i t i e s  e x c e e d i n g  t h e  C e r e n k o v  t h r e s h o l d ,  t h u s  e m i t t i n g  
a d d i t i o n a l  C e r e n k o v  light. L e z n i a k (1976) h a s  a n a l y z e d  this 
c o n t r i b u t i o n  in detail;, i n c l u d i n g  the c o n t r i b u t i o n  from  
material a b o v e  t h e  d e t e c t o r  itself. F i g u r e  2.4 s h o w s  the 
c o n t r i b u t i o n  to t h e  C e r e n k o v  o u t p u t  d u e  to k n o c k - o n  
electrons. O v e r  t h e  r a n g e  of i n t e r e s t  (shown) t h i s  s o u r c e  
of r e s o l u t i o n  b r o a d e n i n g  i s  small.
2.3 T H I N  S C I N T I L L A T O R  S T A T I S T I C S
F l u c t u a t i o n s  in t h e  e n e r g y  t r a n s f e r  f r o m  the p r i m a r y  
particle to s e c o n d a r y  e l e c t r o n s  d o m i n a t e  t h e  r e s o l u t i o n  of 
fcbin s c i n t i l l a t o r s .  A l t h o u g h  the d i s t r i b u t i o n  of 
s c i n t i l l a t o r  o u t p u t s  due to t h e s e  f l u c t u a t i o n s  m a y  be c o m e  

























Figure 2.5 Cerenkov Detector Resolutions
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Z nuclei (Landau distribution) , for veloci t i e s  and charges 
of i n t e r e s t  in t h i s  study, the dist r i b u t i o n  i s  e s s e n t i a l l y  
Gaussian. Th e  r e s o l u t i o n  func t i o n  Qs is
Q s = d E - E d  (2“E d / E m  U ‘2T  + v2 ln (W })
where:
dE=energy loss in detector,
Ed=energy of e l e c t r o n  whose range is the s c i n t i l l a t o r  
thickness, and
Em=maximuni t r a n s f e r a b l e  e n e r g y  to a single electron.
He o p e r a t e  in t h e  regime where a si m p l e  s c a l i n g  e x p r e s s i o n  
holds:
Q s = KE/{Z -/X~)
where: 
x = d e t e c t o r  t h i c k n e s s
2.tt O T H E R  S O U R C E S  O F  R E S O L U T I O N  B R O A D E N I N G
P a t h l e n g t h  errors, gain v a r i a t i o n s  due to t e m p e r a t u r e 
changes, c o m p e n s a t i o n  inaccuracy, and p h o t o m u l t i p l i e r  gain 
m isalignment a l l  c o n t r i b u t e  to the limi t i n g  resolution, 
which a p p e a r s  as a c o n s t a n t  terra that limits the i m p r o v e m e n t  
of s y s t e m  r e s o l u t i o n  with Z. F i g u r e  2.5 i l l u s t r a t e s  this 
effect for o u r  C e r e n k o v  detector. For rhe t o t a l  euergy 
counters, the r e s o l u t i o n  is l i m i t e d  acr o s s  most of the 
o p erating r a n g e  by these s o urces of error.
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3.0 SOME ASPECTS OF EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE
Because of the relative scarcity of the nuclei of
interest, the main problem of isotopic composition studies 
is that of combining sufficient geometrical gathering power 
with suitably matched high-resolution detecting elements. 
Balloon-borne instrumentation since 1970 has taken the
course of gaining larger geometrical factors by allowing the 
detecting elements to have some degree of non-uniformity,
and using information on the particle trajectory to correct 
out these non-uniformities. For example, the Goddard
(Fisher et al., 1975), St.. Louis (Benegas et al., 1975),
and Chicago (Dwyer and Meyer, 1976) experiments make use of
multiple position sensing elements to completely determine 
the trajectory of each cosmic ray. Inherent detector 
non-uniformities are mapped using abundant low-Z species
(muons, helium, or carbon), then this map is applied to the 
other nuclei observed. This method, while in principle 
ideal, suffers from many limitations, some of which are:
1. complexity of associated equipment;
2. large magnitude of the correction (typically 25%)
relative to desired resolution (<2%);
3. non-linear behavior of plastic scintillators (which may
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4. production of multiple tracks in position detectors (as 
many as 30% of the total number of events have been 
rejected for this reason).
Our approach differs considerably from the above, as we 
discuss below.
1
3. 1 PATHLENGTH COS SECTION
A single piece of trajectory information, namely the 
radius of the particle from the detector axis, is used in 
combination with suitably curved detecting elements to 
reduce "pathlength errors". Pathlength errors are the 
variations of detector response due to the increased 
thickness of material encountered along slant trajectories 
over those which are perpendicular to the detector surface. 
Details of the pathlength correction technique are given in 
Appendix 1, while the main ideas are given here.
Figure 2.6 illustrates the effect of pathlength errors. 
The secant increase of pathlength in C and S2 has the 
two-fold effect of increasing the output of C and S2 and El, 
and decreasing the the energy with which the particle enters 
E2. But it may also be seen, that due to the curvature in C 
and S2, if the particle radius in S1* is known, the 
magnitude of the pathlength error is fixed within rather 
narrow limits.. Therefore it may be corrected out in the
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data analysis. Also, since the change in energy loss due to 
the pathlength increase can be computed, the signal from the 
detector in which the particle stops can be suitably 
increased. The importance of this technique is that it 
allows the instrument elements to be larger and closer 
together without sacrificing resolution, thus considerably 
increasing the geometrical factor over comparable resolution 
curved element telescopes without the radial measurement.
The radial measurement is accomplished in the S1-S1* 
pair: The S1* plastic is viewed by a single 2"
photomultiplier, which is optically coupled to the plastic 
at its center. The S 1 ' signal is a function of charge, 
velocity, and radius from the photomultiplier, while the S1 
signal is a function only of charge and velocity. 
Therefore, the ratio S1/S1' contains the radial information, 
which can be extracted and used to compute the pathlength 
correction, as described in Appendix 1.
3.2 COMPENSATION
Spatial nonuniformities, which are light-collection 
variations associated with photomultipler placement, were 
removed from each detector by airbrushing a diffuse mask of 
white paint onto the scintillator face. The shape and 
density of the mask were tested using an electron source to 
produce a constant light output in a 2 cm. diameter region, 
then refinements were made until spatial nonuniformities





















measured in this way fell below the 1% level. This 
procedure was followed for S1, S2, E1, and E2. Fi g u r e  2-7 
represents the compensation pattern for E1- The Cerenkov 
detector, apparently because of its high light-collection 
efficiency and large number of phot o m u l t i p l i e r  tubes, needed 
no compensation.
3.3 THICKNESS VARIATIONS, PM MATCHING
A requirement of a l l  high resolution particle detection 
systems is detectors of uniform thickness. This requirement 
was achieved by wet-grinding the plastic with coarse sanding 
disks on the side to be painted until the desired thickness 
tolerances (<-5%) were achieved- It is also crucial that 
the photomultiplier gains of multi-tube detectors be 
accurately matched. The sign i f i c a n t  technical points 
bearing on photomultiplier tube matching are: 1) -matching
at the operating voltage (photomultiplier gain is not 
sufficiently consistent a function of voltage to allow gross 
gain changes between tube matching and flight); 2 )-wrapping 
the tubes in mu-metal magnetic shielding, to eliminate 
orientation effects; and 3)-as far as possible, matching in 
the detector itself. This l a s t  procedure minimizes gain 
shifts induced by handling and exposure to high light 
levels. An Am241 alpha particle source coupled to a pellet 
of NE102 scintillator was placed in the geometrical center 
of the Cerenkov detector to match its tubes, while the other
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He complete the discussion of the physics of the ~
instrument in this chapter, with a study of the equations 
governing the resolving power of the detector combinations 
we use, and some predictions of the system performance.
1.0 PRINCIPLES OF HASS - SEPARATION DESIGN
The principles of isotopic separation using the 
combinations of Cerenkov and total Energy (C x E) and 
Scintillation and total Energy (S x E) techniques have been
described by Webber and Kish (1973). For completeness, we
include parts of that discussion here:
i
1.1 S X E TECHNIQUE
In the non-relativistic approximation, the kinetic 
energy E and the rate of ionization loss S are given by:
E = M v 2/2
S = k(-)2ln(- ) !
V v* -
with:
K» k, k*, etc., constants, and other symbols as previously
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defined.
The resolving power of simultaneous measurements of S and E 
may be estimated by combining 1) and 2) , obtaining:
s = K,ffZ-2- In (K"E/M) |
i
In this mode one may write a particularly simple expression 
for the mass separation, if the variation of the logarithmic 
term is neglected:
^  { ( ^ ) 2 + C ^ ) 2}%
This equation conveys the meaning that in this mode the 
relative separation of masses is a function in which the 
fractional changes in E and S are weighted equally.
1.2 C X E TECHNIQUE
The energy dependence of the absolute mass separation in the 
Cerenkov by total energy mode may be studied by combining 





dC = C (M + dM) - C (M) = 2^t -jT
An expression for the fractional mass separation as a 
function of the fractional Cerenkov resolution, analogous to 
that given for the S x E analysis, is not available, because 
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see from the above expression, the important fact that the 
absolute separation falls off as 1/E.
Much more information can be obtained with a graphical 
analysis, which is in fact the usual method for predicting 
instrumental performance. As an example, we show on Figure
3.1 the theoretical Ne-20 and We-i22 Cerenkov response C 
plotted versus the particle kinetic energy E, from which the 
theoretical mass separation may be obtained. Assuming that 
our kinetic energy measuremement is made with perfect 
resolution, the relative separation which is of interest is 
that in the C-dimension, dC/C. Shown on Figure 3. 2 is the 
calculated relative C-dimension separation/AHB of the Neon 
isotopes determined from Figure 3.1 as a function of 
particle kinetic energy/nucleon, and the Cerenkov counter 
resolution, based on our measured v=1, Z=1 resolution of
26%. We observe that near the Cerenkov threshold of 320 
Mev/n, there is a region where the relative separation is 
infinite, because Ne-22 is not above the threshold. We also 
note that at high energies, the mass separation is 
decreasing, approaching the 1/E fall-off theoretically 
predicted. However, the resolution is improving less 
rapidly, so that as the energy increases the mass separation 





















Idealized CxE Resolution and Mass Separation
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2.0 PREDICTED RESOLUTIONS AND SEPARATIONS
He now consider the separation of charges and isotopes 
predicted by a more complete model of the system, and the 
resultant power of the system to identify the charge and
isotopic mass of nuclei.
As we have noted, the situation treated in section 1.0 
is highly idealized. If one could make simultaneous 
measurements of differential energy loss, Cerenkov light
output, and residual energy, one could work from the
theoretical figures and equations given to derive the
particle's charge, mass, and energy. But in fact one is 
constrained to make measurements at different points on the 
trajectory. And further, with scintillation detectors, one 
measures not the differential or residual energy deposit,
but the light output of the scintillator, which is a
non-linear function of charge, mass, and energy deposit.
The equations only indicate that species separation is in 
principle achievable. To accurately predict the 
instrumental response, it is necessary to calculate the 
output of each detector to primary particles of energies, 
charges and masses spanning the range of interest, taking 
into account the slowing down of the particles as they 
traverse the instrument material, and considering the 
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Figure 3.3 S x El Matrix
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Before continuing further with the details of the 
design process, it nay be helpful to familiarize the reader
with the commmon method of data presentation, which is in
the form of two-dimensional scatter plots, or matrices.
Along each axis is the output of one detector, scaled as 
desired to magnify or diminish specific features of the
matrix. Each event is represented as a count at the
coordinates labeled by the detector pulse heights for that
event. This is a powerful method of presentation, giving a
visual representation of the separation of species, and
showing without prejudice the system resolution.
Figure 3.3 is a matrix showing the charge separation in 
the S X E mode for the elements Lithium through Sulphur.
The tightness of the clustering of events about the fitted 
lines reflects the resolution of the E and S detectors.
These resolutions can be measured for each element by 
forming a histogram of the number of events as a function of 
distance from the charge line, for all the events of each 
charge.. The relative separation of the different species 
can also be measured directly from Figure 3.3. He will 
present many examples of matrices below, to establish a 
strong connection between the raw data which they present, 
and the analysis which follows.
Now let us continue with our discussion of the design 
of the system.
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Particles which come to rest in either E1 or E2 can be 
analyzed £or charge, mass, and energy by combining the E 
information with that given by the dE/dx elements S1 and S2.
He saw on Pigure 3.3 the clear resolution of the charges 
which is given by this mode. The separation of masses shown 
is about 1/7 that of the charges.
Shown in Figure 3.4 are the dE/dx resolution (Qs) as 
measured in the flight data, and the separation of adjacent 
isotopes and charges as predicted from analysis of the 
energy deposits in each detector and the detector response 
functions (ch XV ). Since it is usually required that the 
FWHM instrumental resolution be less than the separation in 
order to achieve resolution of equally abundant species, we 
see that isotopic separation is feasible with this mode only 
until about Z=8. At higher Z, the C x E analysis provides 
isotopic separation, but the S x E mode is still essential 
for charge resolution. The charge resolution is seen from 
Figure 3.4 to be adequate to separate equally abundant 
elements well beyond Z=26.
NODE 2: C X S CHARGE ANALYSIS
Another mode of analysis, useful for additional charge 
information, is the C x S mode. In this mode we confirm 
that the charge information implicit in the Cerenkov output 
agrees with that obtained from the S x E analysis. A C x S 
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Figure 3.5 C x S Matrix
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Figure 3.5. An interesting feature is present in this 
matrix which we have not seen previously. This is the 
presence of two components in the response of a single 
detection element. On the left of the matrix, the heavy 
band of events is due to those events which are below the 
Cerenkov threshold. They still produce a small amount of 
light, due to a low level of scintillation in the plastic.
At the Cerenkov threshold, each element is seen t o  break 
sharply away from the residual scintillation and move up to 
the right. This behavior follows the decrease of energy 
loss in S as the particle energy, and the Cerenkov output 
becomes higher.
Full advantage of the redundancy of charge definitions 
in the C x S and S x E modes is obtained when the charge 
assignments in each of these modes are plotted against one 
another, allowing a two- dimensional charge selection for 
each event. We will show examples of this two-dimensional 
charge assignment in Chapter IV.
NODE 3: C X E ISOTOPE ANALYSIS
The key to obtaining realistic predictions of isotope 
resolution in the C x E mode is to determine the expected 
separation of isotopes from graphs such as that shown in 
Figure 3.6, in which the C and (E1+E2) outputs have been 
converted to pulse height channel scale. This Figure has 





















Figure 3.6 C x E Isotope Lines
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E-counter energy deposit, in conjunction with a detailed 
specification of each detector's non-linearities (response 
function). By measuring the fractional separation of 
isotopes in both dimensions, and comparing these separations 
to the resolutions of the corresponding detectors, we can 
predict the mass resolution. Figures 3.7, 3.8, and 3.9 
illustrate this result for three charges of interest by 
showing the separation and the resolution on a common scale.
The scale chosen is C/Cmax, the Cerenkov output referenced 
to the maximum Cerenkov output for v=1 particles of each 
charge. An important feature of these three 
resolution-separation diagrams, which can also be noted on 
Figure 3.6, is the fall-off of mass separation as the
Cerenkov output grows. This observation implies that there 
is an optimal zone for mass analysis of any element, which 
is specified by the resolution-separation diagrams. This 
zone arises because residual scintillation degrades the mass 
separation just above the Cerenkov threshold, and because 
the 1/E fall noted earlier dominates the mass separation at 
high energies. We will find this prediction of great value
in our analysis of the flight data (Chapter IV).
The resolutions which we have shown on Figures 3.7,
3.8, and 3.9 are calculated neglecting the fluctuations 
introduced by knock-on electrons, but including the effect — 
of residual scintillation. We have described the net
resolution by: _ _ ^
Qc = < ^ F > 2 (£^ § F " ) * (-0234) 2 |
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Figure 3.9 Iron C x E Resolution-Separation
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where:
Sr is residual scintillation,
Sr, C refer to the velocity of particle studied,
Sr' C' are for v=1 particles of the sane species,
0.255 is the resolution at Z=1, v=1 (muons), and






The task of collecting and converting the series of ten 
billion telemetry bits representing pulse amplitudes in each 
of the eight detectors of the experiment into isotopic mass 
histograms required considerable care and computational 
effort. The principle steps taken to obtain the abundance 
results at the detector vere:
1. data collection during the balloon flights
2. transcription of telemetry data from video tape to 
record format computer tape
3. temperature correction and removal of Helium data 
h. inter-flight normalization
5. pathlength effect correction
6. background rejection with consistency criteria
7. calibration of the instrument response from flight data
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8. charge and mass assignments for each event using the 
derived calibration
This chapter describes the background rejection using 
consistency criteria* the instrument calibration from the 
flight data* and the charge and mass assignments. Steps 
1*2*3* and 4 are described in Appendix 2. The pathlength 
correction technique (5) is described in Chapter 2 and in 
Appendix 1.
2.0 BACKGROUND REJECTION USING CONSISTENCY CRITERIA
As we have pointed out in Chapter II* at the energies 
ve are considering* nuclei are relatively fragile, often 
fragmenting when they collide with other nuclei. About 50% 
of the incident particles which we would like to analyze in 
the C x E mode are lost due to fragmentation in the 
instrument. These fragments constitute a large source of 
background which can obscure our results unless they are 
thoroughly removed. We employ a battery of three 
interaction-rejection techniques to remove from
consideration particles which suffer alterations in their 
charge while traversing the instrument. Particles which are 
altered in mass alone cannot be rejected by these 
techniques* and must be corrected for in the data analysis 
(Chapter V).
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2.1 S2/S1 CRITERION
The tvo dE/dx detectors S1 and S2 provide a redundancy 
which is a powerful tool for interaction rejection. The 
ratio S2/S1 is a suitable parameter to consider. Figure 4.1 
shows this ratio plotted versus the E1 pulse height for a
sample of particles which stop in E1>. The matrix shows
clearly that there are two distinct regions,. One, in which 
the pulse height in S2 is similar to that in S1, is from 
particles which do not undergo charge-altering fragmentation 
(within boundaries). The second region, outside the 
boundaries shown, consists of particles whose S2 pulse 
height is more than three standard deviations from the mean 
of the distribution . We form criteria like that shown in 
Figure 4.1 for each case of particles stopping in E1, those 
stopping in E2, and those which penetrate the instrument.
The S2/S1 criterion eliminates mainly events in which a
change in charge occurs before S2. In this case, we
estimate that it rejects 95% of the total number of 
interacting events, and less than 5% of the non-interacting 
events.
2.2 E1 X S CRITERION
A second charge-consistency criterion may be applied to 
particles which stop in E2. In this case E1 provides 
another dE/dx measurement. Figure 4.2 shows the matrix of S 
x E 1 for Z=10 to 16 particles which stop in E2 (no PEN
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S x El Matrix: Consistency Criterion for E2 Analys
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pulse). We demand agreement between these dE/dx 
measurements by choosing the region shown on the matrix, 
which is the only region allowed for particles which stop in 
E2 but do not fragment.
2.3 FRAGMENT SIGNAL CRITERION
About 1/2 of the total interaction cross-section of 
high-Z nuclei goes into the peripheral reactions, which 
result in a particle of low Z fragmenting from the primary 
nucleus. Because the range of this particle is much greater 
than that of the primary which generated it :
Range(proton)=Z*Z/A x Range(Z,A)
we have a powerful interaction signal. A small pulse in the 
counter below the nominal stopping counter signals an 
interaction.
The power of this tool for rejecting interactions which 
occur before E2 can be seen in Figure 4.3, which shows the 
matrix of S x El, when a pulse is produced in E2. The trail 
of pulses to the left of the main distribution is in the 
same region as particles which produce no pulse in E2; we 
would treat these particles as valid stopping events were it 
not for the pulse in E2. If these particles had not 
fragmented, it would be impossible for them to produce a 
pulse in E2, because their kinetic energy, as measured in E1 
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of pulse sizes in E2 for a sample of these particles which 
have apparently interacted. The pulse distribution is 
consistent with charge 1 and charge 2 fragments.
It is revealing to study the mechanism in more detail: 
Consider two cases: 1) an Iron particle with the median
energy of those we analyze (600 Hev/n), which stops half way 
through E1, and 2) a Neon cosmic ray of 470 Mev/n, which is 
the mean energy of particles of this charge we analyze. The 
Neon particle stops two-thirds of the way through E2. Table
4.1 shows in columns 4 and 5 the ranges of protons and 
deuterons which are fragmented from the incident nucleus 
(assumed at constant Mev/nuc)• The instrumental depth to E2 
(or PEN) is shown in column 8. It is seen that any fragment 
of mass 1 or 2 has enough range to trigger E2, except at the 
very lowest energies.
In the case of fragmenting particles which have been 
slowed sufficiently that low mass fragments do not leave the 
stopping counter, we do not have a fragment signal 
criterion, but we do observe in the stopping counter all of 
the primary kinetic energy, less only the difference in 
binding energies of the intial and fragmented particles (<10 
Mev in all cases, or . 1X, of the E1 energy deposit). The 
fragment signal rejection mechanism is not perfect, because 
fragments may leave the instrument geometry; however, we 
estimate that less than 1% of the interactions will escape 
this criterion on this account.
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3.0 INSTRUMENT CALIBRATION; AN OVERVIEW
In order to torn aass histograms, we must assign mass 
lines which describe the mean location of each isotope on 
the matrices. The accurate assignment of these isotopic 
line coordinates is the most critical task of the data 
analysis, because inaccurate assignments can result in 
broadening of the histograms, and/or isotopic 
mis-identification. The main problem in this task is 
unfolding the non-linear response of the plastic 
scintillators, which is uncharted except by the flight data 
itself. This section describes in general terms the 
procedure for calibrating the instrument from the flight 
data.
3.1 SCINTILLATOR RESPONSE PUNCTIONS FROM FIDUCIAL DATA
Calculations using range-energy tables to give accurate 
estimates of the energy deposit in each detector, as a 
function of incident Z, A, and primary energy, are widely 
employed to give a first approximation to the response of 
scintillation detectors. The factor which converts energy 
deposit to pulse height channels (so giving the exact 
detector response) reflects the product of detector gain and 
scintillator saturation effects. Re denote this factor as 
(ch/Mev). When (ch/Mev) is known to sufficient accuracy for 
all detectors, nuclides, and energies of interest, the mass 
line assignment problem is solved. We use the term
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"response function" to describe the complete specification 
of (ch/Hev) for any detector..
The process of constructing the response function is 
iterative# involving several stages of feedback among the 
data# histograms# and response function charts. Fiducial 
point data provide the initial conditions for the 
construction of the response functions. The fiducial points 
are (for each charge or isotope):
1. £1 begins to respond (E1=0)
2. £1 maximum energy deposit is obtained (E1max)
3. £2 begins to respond (£2=0)
4. E2max
5. Response of minimum ionizing particles (v=1).
Also available are isotopic mass lines themselves# 
which can be visually observed in the data in the region 
where the resolution is <1AMU# and sufficient statistics 
prevail. This information is especially valuable near the 
Cerenkov threshold.
Before continuing# it is helpful to define "sufficient 
accuracy". Figures 3.7, 3.8, and 3.9 showed examples of the 
isotopic separation expected in the C x E analysis. Our 
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the error is small with respect to the isotopic separation.
For Iron, the E-dimension 1-AMO separation is 2-4%, implying
that the E response error must be small compared with 2*. 
Similarly, Figure 3.4 showed that the charge separation in 
the s x E plane is 7% near Iron, implying that the dE/dx 
response error must be small with respect to 7%. The 
general steps taken to derive the response functions from 
the data were;
1. On matrices of S x E (see Figure 4.4), the locations of 
the most abundant charges are obvious. Smooth curves 
are sketched through the center of each of these pulse 
height distributions, following the variation of E and S 
with particle energy. The set of lines for all these 
charges is studied to smooth the intervals between the 
curves, then the channel number of each detector at each 
of the fiducial points is recorded. Calculations 
are performed to give the energy deposit (Mev) at each 
fiducial point.
2. The fiducial data are then plotted to give an outline of 
the response function. This is sketched in Figure 4.5, 
where log (ch/Mev) is plotted against log (Mev) .
3. Smooth trend-lines are drawn through the response data, 
which describe the variation with charge of (ch/Mev) at 
each calibration point. The (ch/Mev) determined along
log
ch/MeV
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the smoothed trend-line is checked against the matrices 
for consistency. This step is iterated until the 
network of trend-lines is smooth and consistent with the 
data.
4. Prom energy-loss tabulations, the energy deposit of all 
other nuclides of interest at each of the calibration 
points is determined. The response of each detector to 
a particle of given charge and energy deposit is 
obtained by finding (ch/Mev) along each of the detector 
response function’s trend-lines, and interpolating 
between these points to get (ch/Mev) at the precise 
energy deposit of the particle. Following an ensemble 
of particles through the instrument, we obtain in this 
manner tables of the predicted instrumental response to 
all nuclides and energies of interest.
5. The tables produced in step h are used to assign a 
charge and mass value to each event for several detector 
combinations. The distributions of charge and mass 
assignments thus obtained are studied to ’fine tune* the 
response functions further until the charge and mass 
distributions are centered on the appropriate values.
The demand that the response function trend-lines be 
smooth is carefully maintained throughout this step.
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3.2 C X E CALIBRATION INFORMATION
In parallel with the above steps, the best-fit mass 
line locations on the CxE matrices of the abundant species 
Ne-20, Mg-24, Si-28, and Fe-56 are used to augment the 
fiducial data in forming the response functions of E1 and 
E2. (The Cerenkov detector itself can be precisely 
calibrated using the v=1 data, as described below.) The 
Cerenkov response is used to predict the energy deposit 
(Mev) in E, and the best-fit mass lines are used to find 
(ch) in E at the predicted Cerenkov channel. This 
information is especially important for Iron which stops in 
E1, because the information on response in this region from 
other sources is limited.
4.0 INSTRUMENT CALIBRATIONS: DETAILS
Now we turn to a detailed discussion of the calibration 
of the Cerenkov, dE/dx, and residual kinetic energy 
detectors.
4.1 CERENKOV CALIBRATION
The response of the Cerenkov detector is the best 
defined of any in the instrument. There are three 
components of the output: primary particle Cerenkov light,
which is dominant, knock-on electron Cerenkov light, which 















Figure 4.6 Cerenkov Detector Linearity Factor
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scintillation.
He use the method of Lezniak (1975) to obtain Cerenkov 
detector calibration information from the pulse height 
distributions in C near v=1. His method provides a 
technique for estimating the theoretical v=1 point from the 
pulse height distributions of real detectors by carefully 
taking into account the effect of resolution broadening. He 
give a brief summary of his estimation technique in Appendix
II. The Cerenkov detector gain is fixed by equating the v=1 
pulse height channel to the complete expression for the 
detector output, including the effects of knock-on electrons 
and residual scintillation. The detector linearity may be 
studied by comparing the calculated response (nearly Z**2) 
to that observed at the v=1 point for a variety of charges. 
Figure 4.6 shows the Cerenkov linearity correction factor, 
as a function of pulse height channels. In most of the the 
region useful for C z E1 mass analysis, no deviation from 
linearity greater that 0.5% is observed*.
Lezniak (1976) provided the results we used on the 
knock-on electron contribution to our Cerenkov detector 
output. Figure 2.4 showed these results.
*The deviation from linearity at low channels may be
simply explained as an ADC zero offset of 2 channels. The 
deviation at high channels presumably originates in 
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The residual scintillation is about 3% of the v=l 
C response. It was described by constructing a residual 
scintillation response function. Since we do not have 
residual scintillation data at E2max and Elmax for high Z 
elements, and for all charges at v= 1r we have used only two 
trend-lines, estimating the residual scintillation at Elmax 
for Z=14,16, and 26. Fine tuning of the residual
scintillation response function was performed using the Iron 
residual scintillation line, which is well-defined (see 
Figure 4.15).
4.2 TOTAL ENERGY RESPONSE FUNCTION
In the construction of the total energy response
functions for E1 and E2, we used the combined power of 
information from the fiducial points, the Cerenkov
calibration, and the well-resolved mass lines in the C x E 
plane.
Figure 4.7 shows the response functions derived for E1 
and E2. Of special relevance to this Figure are the
following points:
1. The fiducial data are presented as event histograms.
The observed (E1+E2) channel number of each event (of 
selected good-statistics charges) is divided by the 
calculated Mev at the fiducial point. The number 
distribution of ch/Mev of all particles in a broad
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region around the fiducial point, which forms each
histogram in the Figure. The. sharp drop in the histograms 
defines the fiducial points. The two factors limiting
the fiducial data quality are statistics and pathlength
variations in the flat £ counters.
E1 and E 2 have different response characteristics, as is 
plain from the Figure. For particles that penetrate to 
E2, E1 and E2 are treated as a sum to eliminate 
pathlength errors (of magnitude about 1%) which would be 
present if E2 were treated separately. These errors 
arise because E1 is flat. In the sum (E1+E2) the
individual pathlength errors cancel. (Refer to Figure 
2.6.)
The region of the response function in which isotopic 
analysis is possible is limited, as we have seen in 
Chapter III, by resolution-separation considerations in 
the C and E detectors (Figures 3.7, 3.8, and 3.9). 
Another effect limiting the available region is the 
sharp hook seen in the predicted response lines in the C 
X E plane as particles penetrate from E1 to E2 (Figure 
3.6). Because E1 is flat, the hook may start at a 
variety of signal levels in E1, depending on the zenith 
angle of incidence assumed in the response calculation.
These factors limit us to two separate domains of the 
total E1+E2 response function, which we show on Figure 
4.7. The elements Neon through Sulphur may be analyzed
when they stop in E2, and Calcium through Iron particles 
may be studied when they stop in El. Outside these 
domains, either the mass separation is small with
respect to the resolution, the particle velocity is 
below the Cerenkov threshold, or the E1-E2 hook obscures 
the mass separation. Therefore we have essentially two 
response functions to study: one for E1+E2, Ne through
S, and a second for E1 alone, Ca-Fe.
■ T h e  bars shown on the Figure give the magnitude of 
response function error necessary to change the mass 
assignment by 2 AMO.
The response lines of each isotope are slightly curved. 
This is because the mass histograms formed using a
linear interpolation between the fiducial points were 
found to show somewhat inferior resolutions as compared 
to those which could be obtained by performing the 
interpolation with a slight degree of curvature. This 
curvature was incorporated into the response model by
allowing one free parameter to fit the deviation from
the straight-line fit of all the isotope response lines 
in each E detector. This procedure optimized the mass
resolution. The curvature of the isotope response lines 
was fitted by a hyperbolic tangent in the form
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Figure 4.9- Response Function of S
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XO and X1 are the energy deposits at the fiducial 
points, and YO and Y1 are the ch/MeV at XO and X1 on the 
trend lines.
The physical significance of this curvature is that the 
non-linearities of the scintillation material themselves 
saturate as the energy loss increases.
4.3 CALIBRATION OF THE S MEASUREMENT
Calibration of the S measurement is necessary to ensure 
that the best charge assignment is given to each particle. 
We have fiducial data to help us in this task at E1=0, 
Elmax, E2max, and v=1. (Figure 4.4 shoved the location (ch) 
of the calibration points at E1=0 and Elmax on the matrix of 
E1 X S.) Energy loss calculations give the energy deposited 
(Mev) in S at each of these points. Using the response 
function derived from the fiducial data as a starting point, 
the S response function is improved by making charge 
estimates to the nearest 0.1Z based on the response function 
and the energy loss calculation. When these estimates are 
plotted versus E1 or E2, ve have charge distributions such 
as those in Figure 4.8t. The centering and slope (if any) of 
the charge distributions are used to re-estimate the 
response functions. Figure 4.9 shovs the S response 
function as finally derived using the above procedures.
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Two-Dimensional Charge Assignment: Z=E-16
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5.0 CHARGE ASSIGMMENT
The charge of each event is determined by interpolation 
of the event coordinates using a table of calculated 
detector responses. This table is formed by calculating the 
detector output for a series of energies and nuclides 
spanning the range of interest, as discussed in the previous 
sections.
Because the mass assignment is not independent of the 
charge assignment, it is crucial to make the most careful 
Z-estimate possible. We have estimated the charge of each 
event in two pairs of detectors: C-S, and E-S. The charge
assignment in each pair of detectors is performed by linear 
interpolation along coordinates orthogonal to the charge 
lines. We use the average of the E x S and C x S charge 
estimates to assign a charge value to the nearest 0.1Z for 
each event. The best estimates of the charge in the C x S 
and E x S modes are shown plotted against one another in 
Figures 4.10 and 4.11. (Z=10-16 is on 4.10, while Z=20-26
is shown on 4.11.) on these Figures, even charges were 
assigned to all events lying in an interval 1.2 Z wide, 
centered on the even integer value, and odd charges were 
assigned to events in the remaining 0.8 Z interval. This 
difference minimizes the effect of charge spill-over from 
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Figure 4.12 Mass Assignment Example
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Manganese is treated somewhat differently, because of 
the large relative abundance of Iron, which introduces 
severe spill-over problems into the Manganese region. He 
prefer not to assign a charge in the region of Z=25.1 to 
Z=25.4, since the true charge may well be either 25 or 26 
there.
6.0 MASS ASSIGNMENT
The mass assignment for a particular event is made by a 
linear interpolation in the C x E plane between the
predicted responses of isotopes of the assigned charge
separated by 2 AMO (see Figure 4.12).
As we have mentioned, resolution-separation diagrams 
for the Cerenkov counter show that mass resolution is
optimal in a rather narrow band of energies near the
Cerenkov threshold. He are therefore obliged to balance the
benefit of increased statistics which comes from broadening
our energy band against the resolution loss which is 
simultaneously incurred. He also must limit the range of 
energies considered to avoid the 'hook' region. For
particles stopping in E1, best results are obtained if
values of E1 are allowed such that all the important 
isotopes of each charge are above the Cerenkov threshold, 
and such that the hook region is not entered. Calcium
through Iron are analyzed in E1. In E2, the mass separation
of ca through Fe rapidly falls below the mass resolution
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(Figure 3.6), so they are not analyzed.
Neon through Sulphur nuclei exceed the Cerenkov 
threshold only when they stop in E2, and so are only 
suitable for mass analysis there. For this group of 
charges, the resolution-statistics trade-off is also very 
important.
We show in Figures 4.13, 4.14, and 4.15 the C x E 
matrices for Magnesium, Silicon, and Iron. The mass plots 
which we will show below maintain an event-by-event 
correspondence with these matrices and others like them.
6.1 THE Z-A PLOT
The most effective way we have found for presenting the 
data showing both the charge and mass resolutions 
simultaneously is in the form of a "Z-A plot", which is 
effectively a chart of the nuclides. On this plot each 
event is represented by a point at the charge and mass 
assigned to it, with the charge and mass shown to the 
nearest 0.1Z and 0.2 AMU, respectively, to display the final 
resolution of the experiment. The Z-A plot for all 
particles stopping in E1 and meeting the E1 selection 
criteria discussed above is seen in Figure 4.16, while that 
for particles stopping in E2 (and meeting the criteria 
appropriate to this region) is shown in Figure 4.17. Cells 
are drawn on the plot which correspond to the location of
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Figure 4.17 Z-A Plot: Neon-Sulnhur (Unrestricted)
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Figure 4.18 Z-A Plot: Neon-Sulnhur (restricted)
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each observed isotope in the chart of the nuclides (vith 
allowance made for the slightly larger charge interval 
assigned to the even charges). The clear resolution of 
isotopes of Fe, Cr, Sc, and Ca is evident in Figure 4.16. 
Examining the Z-A plot of particles stopping in E2, we see 
the first clear resolution of the isotopes Ne-22 and Mg-26.
It is interesting to examine a Z-A plot of particles 
stopping in E2 with energy intervals tightly restricted to 
the region of optimal mass resolution. Figure 4.18 shows 
this Z-A plot. We judge that the two E2 Z-A plots are about 
equivalent, the higher statistical accuracy in the 
"unrestricted" case (figure 4.17) balancing the superior 
resolution of the "restricted" plot.
6.2 SYSTEMATIC ERRORS OF MASS ASSIGNMENT
The El response function, which governs mass assignment 
in the Z = (20-28) range, was obtained by making two crucial 
assumptions, namely the mass of the dominant Iron isotope, 
and that of Scandium. These two assumptions are essential
to anchor the mass scale for particles which stop in E1.
There is only one stable isotope of Scandium, Sc-45, but
there are 4 stable isotopes of Iron (54,56,57,58), and a 
priori, it is not certain which mass yalue should be 
assigned to the central mass group. We do know that Fe-56 
is the most abundant of the terrestrial Iron isotopes (92%), 
and that it is very difficult to conceive of an
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astrophysical situation which would produce dominant Fe-54 
or Fe-57 (Hainebach and Schramm, 1975). However, we do not 
rely on these facts to set our mass scale.
The strongest evidence bearing on the Iron mass 
assignment is in the Iron isotopic mass distribution which 
comes from Figure 4.16. The distribution of Iron mass 
values shows a central dominant isotope flanked by two less 
abundant groups about 2 AMO on either side. Assuming the 
dominant nuclide to be stable, the possible alternative 
hypotheses to Fe-56 dominance are:
1. Fe-58 dominance, Fe-60 is present in appreciable
quantities, Fe-56=0.25 x Fe-58; Fe-54=0.
2. Fe-54 dominance, Fe-56=.25 x Fe-54, Fe-52=.25 x Fe-54.
The lifetime of Fe-52 is 8.2 hours.
3. Fe-57 dominance, Fe-59(45days)=.25 x Fe-57,
Fe55 (2.6years) =.25 x Fe-57.
Hypotheses 2 and 3 may be examined as follows: The
only source of short-lived isotopes is atmospheric and 
instrumental interactions. The instrument + atmosphere 
total thickness to the top of E1 is 9 gm-cm. Hith cross 
sections from Silverberg and Tsao (1976), Perron (1975), and 
Lindstrom (1976), we estimated the probabilities of stable 
primaries fragmenting above E1 in sufficient quantities to
PROBABILITIES OF ALTERNATIVES TO Fe-56 DOMINANCE















































The probability of observing 8 .5 
Fe-52 when 0.41 are expected is:
P{t > 2.31v-6} = 3.2%.
The probability of observing 8.5 
Fe-55 when 1.8 are expected is:
P{t > 1.9|v=6} = 4.2%.
Table 4.2
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produce the numbers of unstable secondaries which are 
demanded by the observations under each of these hypotheses.
Table 4.2 shows these probabilities. Those for 
hypothesis 2 (Fe-54 dominance) are seen to be small.
Under hypothesis 3 # even if we do produce sufficient Fe-55, 
there is no source for the required Fe-59, therefore this 
hypothesis is untenable. Hypothesis 1 can be ruled out by 
the observation that appreciable abundances of Ni-60 should 
result from the beta-decay of Fe-60. Also, nucleosynthesis 
theory has not suggested any circumstances under which Fe-60 
could be expected to be present at the source, and there are 
no fragmentation progenitors in sufficient abundances in the 
cosmic rays.
Further evidence supporting the Fe-56 choice comes from 
the alignment of even Z species between Scandium and Iron on 
even A mass values. This alignment cannot be preserved 
under any other choice, with the restriction that the 
response function trend-lines vary smoothly.
Therefore we find ourselves with only one viable option 
on the Iron composition; an option which yields an 
excellent categorization of nearby isotopes and which is in 
agreement with the predictions of current theories of 
nucleogenesis. It is impossible to quantify the systematic 
error in mass assignment introduced through the choice of 
dominant Iron isotope, therefore we forego further efforts 
in that direction. Noting that the efforts to fit the
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response function to the data ceased when all the alignnent 
errors fell below about 0.15 AMO, we take this figure for 
the possible systematic error in mass assignment.
Systematic errors in the mass assignment for Neon 
through Sulphur, arising from slight imperfections in the 





1.0 MASS HISTOGRAMS AT THE INSTRUMENT
The Z-A plots, Figures 4.16, 4.17, and 4.18, have shown 
all the available data covering the charge ranges Z=10-16 
(particles analyzed in the E2 counter) and Z=20-26 (particles 
analyzed in the El counter). The purposes of this chapter 
are to extract from these plots the information that is 
statistically and physically significant, and to perform 
the corrections necessary to derive fluxes of each species 
outside the atmosphere.
We will use the following criteria to characterize 
the significant results:
1. The possibility of contamination from adjacent charges 
should not be large. This criterion eliminates from 
consideration Manganese and Phosphorus.
2. The number of observed counts of any single isotope must 
be two or more if we are to quote an abundance value 
for that isotope. Vanadium, by this criterion, is not 
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Note added in Proof:
Subsequent to the defense of this thesis, the 
treatment of the isotopes of Ne-Si was revised, by adjust­
ing the E2 response function (Figure 4.7) to give a mean
mass of Sodium closer to that of its only stable isotope,,
?3
Na ' . The histograms which resulted from this revision 
are shown on this figure. All the subsequent tables and 
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iiFe51 582 127 14 * 14 13.9 . 54.4 68.7 .541 .5191.14 20.415.0 27.818.1
r.Fe** 597 133 S3 - . 53 17.4 198 247 1.864 1.8641.260 73.615.8 100114
iiFe** 613 139 8 • 3.6 4.9 ±3.3 17.6 20.6 .148 .1511.107 6.014.0 8.115.5
trfr** 573 112 4 4 ±2 13.8 12.8 .114 .1091.055 51118 5.912.9
rXr’* 589 116 4 .3 3.7 12 11.1 12.5 .107 .1051.057 49118 5.613.1
i*Ti** 539 93 6 6 12.4 19.5 . 22.7 .244 .2281.091 74112 12.214.9
liTi*7 547 95 2 .7 1.3 11.4 3.8 4.4 .047 .0441.047 14114 2.412.5
riTi** 555 97 2 .8 1.2 11.4 3.3. 3.7 .039 .0371.043 12113 2.012.3
i.Sc*5 531 89' 7 7 ±3.2 18.4 20.1 .225 .2081.095 . 100 11.215.1
i.Sc** 548. 93 zw .4 1.6 ±1.4 - -
r.Ca*» Sll 86 2 ' 2 11.4 5.5 6.1 .072 .0651.046 1419.1 3.S12.4
»C«*« .520 89 2 2 ±1.4 5.6 6.4 .072 .0661.046 1419.1 3.512.4
t.Ca*1 530 92 8 8 12.8 22.0 25.9 .282 .2621.092 56113.2 14.115.0
tlC.*« 539 95 3 .6 2.4 ±1.7 6.4 7.5 .079 .0741.052 16110 4.012.8
„Ca** 548 98 <4(3)•v .2 *3.8 <8.5 <.10 <.09 . <5
NOTES:
(1} Error includes statistical error and systematic error due to Isotope distribution overlap.
(2) The two "SC*5" events are probably due to spill-over from Ca, as nay be seen fioa the 2-A plot.
(3) Assuaing a waaiwua of 212 Ca** events.
Table 5.1, Results Cl/2)

































US’* 584 112 1 1 *1 <•07 <12 <4
i.S” 597 114 4 4 12.2 15 17.8 .156 .1561.086 30113 8.414.6l.s** 610 115 10 «b 10 *3.3 36 42.3 .368 .3681.121 70113 19.7*6.6
I.Si” 528 112 0 a> 0 *5 <5
i*Si» 541 114 19 m 19 ±10 64.5 75.8 .66 .60 *.32 21*9.6 32118
l.Si« 554 115 70 70 *14 228 267 2.32 2.21 1.44 7919.6 119*37
IkSl” 567 117 IS 8 7 19.0 <15 <27
1«A1« 514 108 27 27 17.7 88.3 . 100 1.08 1.00 1.29 93*14 S4117
n Al» 527 110 7 4 3 16.0 <20 <18
»M8“ 476 95 26 26 16 90.05 105.6 1.11 .951.22 19l4 51115
M«g” 489 97 36 31 18 99.3 115.4 1.19 1.051.27 2U5 56117uMg** 502 99 97 7 * 90 HO 273 317 3.21 2.971.33 60i5 1.591.33
.gMg1* 515 101 9 11 0 16 < 6 <10
476 65 15 15 IS 50 57 .89 .761.25 74US 41115
„N.» 490 65 6 - 6 15 17 19 .30 .271.23 26118 14112
..Ne” 442 43 9 9 ' 18.2 33.5 38.6 .90 .751.68 20114 40139
„Nen 455 41.5 10 1.7 8.3 ±6.4 26.9 30.9 .74 .631.49 16111 34128
i*Ne*' 484 40 33 - 33 17.7 98.6 113.0 2.83 2.431.57 64114 130150
* In u tlutlng the f event* fro* the Nt-Si Matograaa, the h i i  ecale via shifted within 1 .15 AMU of 
that defined by tha raaponaa functions, to find tha alnlwna x* fit. The "unrestricted" dataaet la used.
Table 5.1., Results (2/2)
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Mass histograms, obtained directly from the Z-A plots, are 
shown in Figures 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3. Figure 5.1 shows the 
Z=20-26 range. Z=10-16 is presented in Figures 5.2 and 5.3, 
first with the unrestricted energy interval discussed in 
Chapter IV, and then with the restricted energy interval.
From these histograms, we estimate the number of counts
in each mass interval, showing the estimates in Table 5.1, 
column 4. These estimates are based on fitted Gaussian
distributions, where statistics warrant, or in the case of 
few events of any charge, simple counting of the events in 
each isotope cell of the Z-A plot. In the next two 
sections, we will be concerned with the correction of these 
estimates for the effects of instrumental and atmospheric 
interactions. The corrected values are presented in section 
4. The chapter concludes with an evaluation of the
instrument's performance.
2.0 NUCLEAR INTERACTION CORRECTIONS
To make nuclear interaction corrections, we require the 
partial cross-sections for any nucleus k(Z,A) of kinetic 
energy E Mev/n to fragment to j(Z',A') when it collides with an 
atom of the medium (Zm,Am). We also require the total cross- 
sections, which give the probability that a nucleus suffers any 
change in passing through matter.
In the majority of the cases of interest, accurately 
measured cross-section data are not available, and we are forced 
to make interaction corrections based on empirical formulae.
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The available data does however, support the position that 
the variation in the correction among the isotopes of any 
element is not large.
We have also been guided in the interaction corrections 
by a self-consistency principle: We can measure the chemical 
abundances of the cosmic rays in the CxS mode, which corres­
ponds to a depth of only 4.62 gms.cm-2 in the instrument; 
the corrected elemental fluxes above the instrument arrived at 
from the CxS mode of analysis must agree with the elemental 
fluxes which we obtain from the CxE analysis, which corresponds 
to the same particles stoppping deeper in the instrument.
To obtain fragmentation cross-sections for materials 
encountered in the instrument and the atmosphere, we use the 
target factor ^m presented by Lindstrom et al. (1975) to 
multiply the semi-empirical proton-nucleus (or hydrogen) cross- 
sections Wjk(E) which are presented in Chapter 6. These 
authors have shown that the nucleus-nucleus partial cross- 
sections of Carbon and Oxygen on Be, C, Al, Ca, and Pb can 
be precisely related to the proton-nucleus cross-sections through 
the factor
y = 0.26 t •5(r +3.0) m m m
where:
r^ is the measured half-density electron charge radius, and 
t^ is the charge skin thickness of the target (Hofstadter' 
and Collard, 1967).
We estimate the total interaction cross sections for 
charge-altering nucleus-nucleus collisions using the empirical





Nucleus Hydrogen (mb) Hydrogen Carbon* Nitrogen Aluminum*
26 Fe56 715 2.33 9.98 13.7 17.4
14 Si28 435 3.83 16.0 18.9 26.4
10 Ne20 341 4.89 18.7 21.92 30.5
•Adjusted to include neutron-stripping interactions.
Table 5.2
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formula of Meyer and Casse (1975):
W,. = 60.5 (A1/3 + A1//3 - .93)2 mb. t m
In the case of collisions with hydrogen, we use the 
formula
W = lOir (1.31 A1/3)2 (1-.47 A-*4) mb
(Silverberg and Tsao, 1976). Table 5.2 shows typical inter­
action mean free paths X which we have used in calculating 
the interaction corrections. X is related to the total 
cross-section by:
-1 2 X = (6*E-4 Wt/Am) gms/cm ,
and includes a small correction for the effect of neutron- 
stripping interactions in the instrument.
2.1 INSTRUMENTAL CORRECTIONS
It is necessary to make two levels of interaction 
corrections before arriving at mass histograms above the 
instrument. The first step is to subtract the events that 
can be attributed to neutron-stripping from the estimated 
isotope totals. Then we may consider the total effect of 
fragmentation in the instrument on the flux of each species.
Neutron stripping reactions will only be rejected by 
our consistency criteria in the case of a knock-on proton 
causing a signal in the counter following the detector in 
which the main portion of the incident nucleus stops. The
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probability of this occurring is very low; therefore, in 
order to give isotope counts which are free from contamina­
tion due to neutron-stripping reactions, we must subtract 
the estimated number of events of this type from the observed 
number of events. Since we see an appreciable fraction of 
Iron-54, for example, the correction for this effect could 
be quite important.
To estimate the number of neutron-stripping events, we 
consider interactions occurring from the top of the instru­
ment to the mean depth of the analyzed particles of each 
charge in El or E2. For Iron, this depth is 10.66 gms.cm-2, 
or 1.39 mfp; while for Neon, the depth is 19.6 gms.cm-2, 
but the mean free path is 15.5 gms.cm-2, giving a depth of 
1.26 mfp in the instrument. The expected number of neutron 
stripping counts for each species is given in Table 5.1, 





Nk = the observed number of particles which may strip 
to the specified j (without charge loss),
Wt = the total inelastic cross-section of the k-th iso­
tope of the charge considered, greater in mass than j, 
Wjk = the cross-section for neutron stripping from the 
isotope k to the isotope j, and
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X = the material thickness from the top of the instru­
ment to the mean depth of each charge in the 
E counters.
The underlined term in line 1 of this formula is the 
estimated number of particles of species k which were 
incident on the instrument. Of these,
1-exp(-aWtX)
fragment, and of the fragmenting particles, strip to
species j.
This correction is largest when a very abundant isotope 
is above an isotope we wish to measure. In the case of 
Fe-54, for example, stripping from Fe-56 and Fe-58 accounts 
for about half of the observed number of events.
Displayed in column 6 of the table are the observed 
number of counts less the contribution from neutron stripping. 
The error of each value is given in column 7. The errors 
quoted include the estimated uncertainty due to mass 
distribution overlap.
The instrumental corrections are concluded by estimating 
the flux of particles which, incident on the top of the 
experiment, produced the values shown in column 6. We do 
this by multiplying each abundance value by
exp CX/X)
which is the inverse of the fractional attenuation which 
each isotopic component of the cosmic ray suffers in coming
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to rest in the instrument. We demand consistency between 
the chemical fluxes obtained with the CxS and CxE analyses 
at this point. In the case of Iron, the chemical fluxes 
were in agreement to within 7%, which provides an important 
verification of the procedures we have followed. The Ne, 
Mg, and Si fluxes in the CxE analysis were about 18% higher 
than those in the CxS analysis. We have interpreted this 
difference as indicating incomplete interaction rejection 
in the E2 analysis region (see Section 4.0). Therefore, 
we have decreased the total interaction correction for the 
particles which stop in E2 by a constant factor of 1/1.18 
to compensate for these undetected nuclear interactions 
in E2. The number of particles of each species above the 
instrument is shown in column 8.
2.2 ATMOSPHERIC CORRECTIONS
Atmospheric interactions result in the build-up of 
secondary nuclei and the break-up of primaries. Since 
secondaries may also break into tertiary species, we have a 
network of nuclear fragmentation reactions, which we follow 
using the propagation code described in the next chapter.
We do not consider the process of ionization energy loss 
here, because our energy intervals have already been 
referenced to the top of the atmosphere. Because the 
variation of cross-section with kinetic energy is small 
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essentially independent. Our calculation is one-dimensional, 
neglecting the small angular variations of the secondary 
from the path of the primary particle.
We perform the atmospheric corrections by:
1 . estimating the extra-atmospheric flux of particles,
2 . calculating the fluxes which these would produce at
the instrument, and
3 . multiplying the value of the number of counts of each
species incident on the instrument (column 8) by the
ratio of the estimated flux above the atmosphere to 
that calculated at the instrument.
Column 9 shows the results of the atmospheric correc­
tion. A mean atmospheric depth of 3.0 gms.cm-2, correspond­
ing to the instrument’s average zenith angle of 18 degrees, 
has been used in making this correction. The magnitude of 
the correction ranges from +25%, for Fe-56, to -7%, for Cr-52 
which is built up in the atmosphere by fragmentation from 
Iron. Figure 5.4 shows the change of intensity of several 
nuclides with depth in the atmosphere (growth curves), as 
predicted by our propagation calculation.
The numbers in column 9 refer to particles in different 
energy intervals; therefore, they are not directly comparable 
The extreme case is Neon, measured in a 40 MeV/n interval 
at an average energy of 460 MeV/n, versus Iron, measured in 
a 133 MeV/n interval at 600 MeV/n. We normalize the interval
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widths by giving the number of counts/MeV/n in column 10.* 
Then we use the measured energy spectrum of Iron, presented 
in Meyer et al., 1974, to normalize our results to the same 
energy (600 MeV/n) for all charges and isotopes. These 
results, corrected in this way for energy differences, are 
shown in column 11. Because the energies involved are near 
the peak of the cosmic ray differential energy spectrum, the 
spectral correction is less than 16% between all charges, 
while the spectral corrections for isotopes of the same 
charge differ by less than 6%.
3.0 ABUNDANCES ABOVE THE ATMOSPHERE
Isotopic fractions of each element are given in column 
12, while in column 13 the abundance of each isotope is 
referenced to Fe-56. Of special note in the isotopic ratios 
are the following observations:
1. IRON has a substantial abundance (20.4+/-5.0)% of Fe-58. 
This component cannot be produced by propagation effects, 
and is the first clear signal that the source material 
of the cosmic rays is different from material typical 
of our solar system. The abundance of Fe-54 at the top 
of the atmosphere is (6 .0+/-4.0)%, only marginally above
* Counts/MeV may be converted to Peters by dividing by the 
product of the geometrical factor (.0824 sq.m-ster), the 
instrument time at altitude (28.4 hours), the dead-time cor­
rection (0.89), and a correction factor for the rejection 
of good events by the selection criteria. This last factor 
depends on the particular selection criteria in each mode of 
analysis, and varies from 0.75 to 0.90.
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the criterion for significance. The mean mass of 
Iron is 56.29+/-0.1 AMU.
CHROMIUM was observed in the instrument with equal 
abundances of isotopes 50 and 52 (4 counts each), and 
one event each of isotopes 48, 51 and 54. After 
corrections, we still have roughly equal abundances 
of Cr-50 and Cr-52, giving a mean mass of 51.0+/-0.4 AMU.
TITANIUM has the dominant isotope 48 (74+/-12)%, and 
mean mass 47.6+/-0.2. No Ti-44 is seen. (Titanium 
44 is an electron capture isotope of half-life 48 years.)
SCANDIUM was used as a response-function calibration 
point, assuming it to be 100% Sc-45. The mean mass of 
events with masses between 44.0 and 46.0 in the raw data 
is 45.17. We attribute all the counts at the top of 
the atmosphere to Sc-45.
CALCIUM is largely Ca-42. Other species constitute 
half or less of Calcium. Ca-40, which in previous work 
has been assumed to be the dominant Calcium isotope, is 
<17% of the total. Calcium's mean mass is 42.30+/-0.12 
AMU.
SULPHUR is predominantly S-32, with possibly some S-33 
present. The mean mass is 32.30+/0.13 AMU.
SILICON appears to be mainly Si-28: Si-29<30%, and
Si-30<5%. The mean mass is 28.21+/-0.10 AMU.
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2 6^ ® 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
2<fCr .111.04 .081.03 .20 1.03* .16 1.02 .2141.011* .1261.016* .13*.02
22Ti .141.05 .121.04 .19 1.03 .1671.013 .2171.011 .1601.016 .17*.02
2lSc .101.05 .081.04 .0561.015 .0441.006 .0911.007 .0391.017 .05*.01
2oCa .231.07 .191.05 .29 1.03 .2331.015 .3041.011 .2291.023 .27*.02
16S .221.07 .211.06 .28 1.03 .2781.018 .4641.014* .3021.029 .341.03
i ifSi 1.251.29 1.111.25 1.341.07 1.751.07* 2.051.03* 1.3571.070 1.531.08
isAl .441.15 .431.14 .34 1.04 - .5361.014 .202±.039* .451.06
l2Mg 2.321.36 1.961.31 2.00±.09 - 2.851.043 1.721±.078 2.041.16
ixNa .501.18 .411.14i .38 1.04 - .616±.018 •085±.031* -
i0Ne 1.901.36 ' 1.50±.28 1.91±.09 - 2.30+.03 1.349±.070 -
* >2a disagreement with this experiment.
Table 5.2
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8 . ALUMINUM appears to be predominantly Al-27. The mean 
mass of Aluminum is 26.93+/-0.20 AMU.
9. The primary isotope of MAGNESIUM, Mg-24f is complemented 
with definite Mg-25 and Mg-26 components, which make up 
(40±6)% of the total. With these components, the mean 
mass of Magnesium is 24.59+/-.07 AMU.
10. SODIUM appears to be predominantly Na-23, as would be 
expected, since this is the only stable isotope. The 
mean mass of Na is 22.74+/-0.11 AMU.
11. Like Magnesium, NEON also appears to have heavier 
isotopes standing apart from the dominant isotope 
(Ne-20): N e (21+22) are (36+18)% of the total, giving 
Neon a mean mass of 20.56+/-0.12 AMU.
The chemical ratios are also of interest, although no 
new information is given in these values. Table 5.3 shows 
the measured abundances of each element relative to Iron, 
above the instrument, and above the atmosphere. For com­
parison, several other recent measurements of the chemical 
composition are given which show good agreement with the 
values from this experiment.
4.0 INSTRUMENTAL PERFORMANCE
It is of interest to compare the observed mass resolu­
tions (which we can measure for the most abundant isotopes) 
to those predicted in the design study (Chapter III) and
RESOLUTIONS: OBSERVED AND PREDICTED
Neon Magnesium Silicon Iron
Observed* 0.43±.07 .45±.05 .68±.07 .40±.06
Predicted 0.4 .45 0.5 0.6
♦Resolutions quoted are for the "restricted" case.
Table 5.4
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interpret any differences between the two. Table 5.4 gives 
the data for this comparison. Recall that the predicted 
Cerenkov resolutions are based on the extrapolation of v=l 
resolution data for each charge. We notice that the Iron 
resolution is somewhat better than that expected, while the 
Neon-Silicon resolutions are somewhat worse. Therefore, it 
is of interest to carefully examine the premises which went 
into the original predictions. In considering the Iron 
result, it appears that the limiting factor in Cerenkov 
resolution, the pathlength correction, must have been slightly 
better than was deduced from the analysis of high-energy 
particles. The explanation for this may lie in part in the 
larger contribution to the Cerenkov resolution of knock-on 
electrons at high energies (see Section 2.2). On the basis 
of the Iron isotope result, we place the FWHM limiting 
resolution of the Cerenkov counter at about 4%, instead of 
6% as indicated in Figure 2.5. The low-Z results, showing 
the opposite tendency, point to a resolution weakness in E2, 
the counter in which these particles stopped. This is 
consistent with the observation made during the instrument's 
construction that E2 was the most difficult detector to 
compensate, due to the low level of signal observed from 
the electron reference source. E2 was viewed directly by 
a single 5-inch photomultiplier. This contrasts with the 
superior deisgn of El, which was viewed by reflected light 
with four 5-inch photomultipliers. We therefore believe 
that the limiting resolution in the E2 counter was probably 
due to compensation non-uniformities.
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It is also of interest to explain why the interaction 
rejection mechanisms were apparently more effective for 
particles stopping in El than for particles stopping in E2. 
Two factors which tended to diminish the power of the mech­
anisms in E2 were: (1) the flat geometry of El, which
contributes about 10% resolution broadening to the El-S 
consistency criterion; and (2) the PEN counter resolution, 
which being much larger than that of E2 may have allowed 




The corrected abundance values presented in chapter V 
refer to particles which, since their acceleration, have 
been conditioned by exposure to the modulating effect of the 
solar magnetic field and by exposure to the interstellar 
medium for some 1.E7 years. By carefully removing these 
effects, we can hope to arrive at the source abundances of 
the cosmic rays, and thus draw inferences about their 
origin.. The principles to follow are well established by 
previous work. Section 1 gives the solar modulation 
corrections, and section 2 is a discussion of interstellar 
propagation theory. Section 3 discusses the numerical 
application and predictions of the standard propagation 
theory, comparing previously derived source abundances to 
those which can be derived on the basis of this work.
1.0 SOLAR MODULATION
At the energies we are studying, the force-field 
approximation (Gleeson and Axford, 1968) is considered to 
give a good account of the modulation of galactic cosmic 
rays. In this approximation the flux Je of the cosmic rays 
at the earth is related to the flux Jo outside the influence 
of solar modulation by
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E 2 - m - c 2
J (E) = -----------   Jo(E+$)
(E+$) 2 “ IUqC
where:
E = total particle energy (kinetic + rest), Hev.
$  = force-field energy loss, Mev, 
m.c* = particle rest energy 
J = flux of particles/Hev
For August, 1974, Webber(1977) estimates the value 96+/-20 
Hev for the force-field energy loss for (A/Z)=2 particles. 
This figure describes the effective energy loss of cosmic 
rays entering the expanding sphere of the solar wind. When 
we correct the mean energies of each element for this 
effect, we find that before solar modulation the mean energy 
of each isotopic species in our observations is 695+/-6 Mev.
2.0 INTERSTELLAR PROPAGATION THEORY
Three important processes affect the cosmic rays in the 
interstellar medium: fragmentation, ionization energy loss,
and scattering by the galactic magnetic field. No exact 
treatment of the detailed scattering process exists, but the 
diffusion approach is believed to be valid at these 
energies. The diffusion model which has been most 
successful in explaining the composition observations made 
during the last decade has been the "leaky-box" model
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(Cowsik et al,1967). He devote the next several paragraphs 
to a review of this propagation model, and its background in 
the observation and theory of the galactic structure.
Observations of the galactic magnetic field (Hiltner, 
1956, Manchester, 1971) tell us that the mean field strength 
is about 3E-6 Gauss, and that it is ordered along the spiral 
arms of the galaxy. Fluctuations in the field the order of 
the field itself are observed with scale sizes 1.E11 cm. 
Comparing the gyroradius of a 1 Gev cosmic ray nucleus in 
this field (2.E 12 cm) to the characteristic thickness of the 
galactic disk (1.E21 cm) suggests strongly that the 
particles are effectively tied to the local magnetic field. 
Studies of the effects of scattering and gradient and 
curvature drifts (Jokipii and Lerche, 1969; Jokipii, Lerche 
and Schommer, 1969) concur in this view. Parker (1973), and 
Jokipii (1973) argue that the topology of the magnetic field 
is most probably closed. Parker (1965, 1975) also argues 
that since the cosmic rays constitute a relativistic gas of 
pressure comparable to that of the confining magnetic 
fields, and since they are tied to the magnetic field, 
escape from the galaxy is possible only if and when the 
pressure of the cosmic rays builds a bubble in the galactic 
field which bursts open at the disk surface. Further, a 
closed magnetic topology gives a natural explanation for the 
observed smooth energy spectrum up to 1.E7 GeV, whereas an 
open topology seems likely to allow escape of high-energy
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particles along the magnetic lines of force, causing the 
cosmic ray energy spectrum to steepen at 100 or 1000 GeV.
Following arguments such as these, and seeking a model 
which can produce the observed fluxes of the rare elements 
Li, Be, B in the cosmic rays, propagation theorists have 
devised models in which the galaxy is represented as a 
closed box within which cosmic rays propagate with an 
exponential distribution of lifetimes. The mean lifetime is 
determined by the sum effect of lifetimes against escape, 
fragmentation, and energy loss by ionization of the medium.
Jones (1975) and O w ens(1975) describe the mathematical 
justification for the model we use in the propagation 
calculations. Re follow Owens' discussion here.
It is assumed that cosmic rays propagate by diffusion 
in the disk of the galaxy. The diffusion equation for 







Kij(x,t) is the diffusion coefficient tensor, and
S(x,t) is the rate of particle production 
(particles/cc-sec).
The boundary condition assumed is N=0 at the surfaces of the 
disk. The disk is assumed to be of thickness 2D and radius
GALACTIC PROPAGATION MODEL
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Figure 6.1 Galactic Propagation Model
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R, where D is assumed to be small enough so that only 
diffusion perpendicular to the surfaces is important
i e:R/K„ >> D/Kx
where K„ and Kx are components of the diffusion tensor 
parallel to the galactic plane and perpendicular to it, 
respectively (see Figure 6.1), The diffusion coefficient 
is taken as constant within the galaxy. The one-dimensional 
equation
H  = K f^r + S with N(z=+D)=0
and K=Kx





d t 1S (Z ' ,t')g(Z,Z' ,t,t’)
where the Green's function is
g(Z,Z' ,t,t' )=i Z {exp^-Kn2iT2 (t-t’)/4dJ
s m n-rr (Z+D)/8D sin rnr {Z ' + D ' ) /8D }
For a uniform distribution of cosmic ray sources throughout 
the galaxy, the distribution of cosmic ray ages is
- K n 27r2T / 4 D 2
4N 00 1 f (x)=^ Z £ exp
^   ^ nn=l
sin nir (Z+D) /2D
odd
while when the sources are concentrated in the central plane 
of the disk, one has
f (x) = R £ exp|-Kn27r2T/4D (—1)n 'Lsin^mr (Z+D)/2d |
odd
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In these casesr the lean lifetime is
T = 4D/tt2K
and for lifetimes greater than the mean, the first term in 
the series dominates, and the shape of the distribution is 
exponential. Ovens also shovs that the same observation 
holds in the case of a spherically symmetric model, vith 
either a uniform or localized source, if ve replace D by R, 
the radius of the confinement region.
In the propagation model vhich ve introduce next, ve 
will make use of the equivalence of an exponential 
distribution of cosmic ray lifetimes to an exponential 
distribution of pathlengths. This equivalence holds because 
pathlength is (approximately) a constant times the lifetime:
x = pvT gms • cm-2
vhere:
f> = density of the medium, gms.cm-3 
v = particle velocity.
3.0 PROPAGATION HODEL
Three factors are considered in our numerical model of 
cosmic ray transport: energy loss by ionization in the
interstellar medium, composition change by fragmentation, 
and the exponential distribution of lifetimes. The
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calculation is started by setting up an initial source 
abundance distribution with a total energy spectrum of the 
form:
where:
Y -  2.65,
A = Hoc5- = 938 Hev,
J = particle flux/Mev.
& discrete set of energies is used, which span the range 
from 100 Hev to 100 Gev. He trace the changes in the 
composition and energy of the distribution as it is 
transported through successive small steps of the 
interstellar medium, at each step, the fragmentation and 
energy-loss of the particles are calculated, and the 
abundance distributions and energies are modified to reflect 
these processes. Then we interpolate from the new abundance 
values and energies to find the fluxes at the fixed energy 
points chosen initially. These flux values constitute the 






M = total number of species transported, and
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1 7 . 3 5 . .1 0 4 .2 8 4 .2 7 9 •  59S 1 .5 8 3 .0 8 4 .5 7 5 .5 4 6 .3 1 6 .3 8
16. 3 6 . *1 7 0 •  500 .5 0 5 1 .1 4 3 .2 2 6 .5 5 1 0 . 1 1 2 .7 14.S 1 4 .7
15. 3 3 . •3 2 2 8 -0 1 .1 0 2 .1 0 5 .2 5 1 .7 5 4 1.61 2 .5 5 3 .3 1 3 .8 5 3 .9 0
1 6 . 3 3 . •5 6 0 8 -0 1 .1 7 7 • 184 .4 3 8 1.31 2 .6 0  - 4 .4  4 5 .7 7 6 .6 9 6 .7 8
IS . 3 2 . .4 8  18-01 .  164 .1 7 4 .0 3 9 1 .4 0 3 .1 2 5 .1 2 5 .3 1 8 .0 6 8 .1 8
16. 3 2 . .1 6 6 8 -0 1 .5 7 1 3 -0 1 .6 0 7 8 -0 1 .1 5 3 • 487 1 .0 9 1 .7 8 2 .3 7 2 .6 1 2 .8 5
1 6 . 3 1 . . 179E-02 • 6503-02 .7 1 0 8 -0 2 .1 8 9 8 -0 1 .6 4 0 8 -0 1 .1 4 9 .2 5 4 .3 4 6 .4 1 7 •  424
1 6 . 3 1 . •1 0 9 8 -0 1 .4 0 0 8 -0 1 .4 3 7 8 -0 1 . 116 .3 9 3 • 918 1 .5 6 2 .1 3 2 .5 6 2 .6 1
15. 3 1 . .3 2 6 8 -0 1 .1 2 0 .1 3 1 .3 4 9 1 .1 8 2 .7 5 4 .5 6 6 .3 3 7 .6 9 7 .8 2
16. 30 . .2 8 9 8 -0 1 . 114 .1 2 8 .3 6 0 1 .2 9 3 .1 6 5 .5 4 7 .7 6 9 .5 3 9 .7 0
16 . 2 9 . .1 5 1 8 -0 1 .6 4 2 8 -0 1 .7 3 9 8 -0 1 .2 2 0 .6 3 9 2 .1 4 3 .8 9 5 .5 9 6 .9 9 7 .1 3
16. *28 . .5 3 9 8 -0 2 .2 4 5 2 -0 1 .2 9 3 8 -0 1 • 9 13E-01 .3 7 0 .967 1 .8 6 2 .7 3 3 .4 0 3 .5 5
13. 2 7 . .8 4 4 8 -0 2 •4 14 8 -0 1 .5 0 3 8 -0 1 .1 6 7 .7 1 9 2 .0 1 3 .9 1 5 .9 0 7 .5 6 7 .8 3
13. 26 . .2 0 1 8 -0 2 .1 0 6 2 -0 1 .1 3 2 2 -0 1 .4 6 5 8 -0 1 .2 1 2 .6 2 0 1 .2 5 1 .9 3 2 .5 5 2 .6 2
1 2 . 2 6 . .4 7 3 8 -0 2 .2 5 0 2 -0 1 .3 1 1 8 -0  1 .1 0 9 .5 0 0 1 .46 2 .9 4 4 .5 5 5 .3 2 6 .1 6
12. 2 5. .3 7 1 8 -0 2 •2 11 8 -0 1 .2 7 0 2 -0 1 .  100 • 487 1 .4 9 3 .1 0 4 .9 1 S. 62 6 .8 0
12. 2 6 . .1 5 9 8 -0 2 .9 7 1 8 -0 2 .1 2 8 2 -0 1 .5 0 2 8 -0 1 .2 5 8 .8 2 7 1 .7 6 2 .8 9 3 .9 7 4 .0 8
11 . 2 3 . .1 9 6 8 -0 2 .1 2 9 8 -0 1 .1 7 4 8 -0 1 • 7 22 E -0 1 .395 1 .32 2 .9 4 4 .9 1 6 .8 7 7 .0 7
11 . 2 2 . .1 0 2 8 -0 2 .5 6 9 8 -0 2 .7 1 4 2 -0 2 .2 9 5 2 -0 1 .171 .6 0 0 1 .3 8 2 .3 6 3 .3 7 3 .4 7
10. 2 2 . • 1148 -02 .6 5 9 8 -0 2 .7 9 9 2 -0 2 .3 3 0 8 -0 1 .1 9 2 .6 7 2 1 .5 5 2 .  54 3 .7 7 3 .8 9
10. 2 1 . .  1388-02 .8 0 2 8 -0 2 .9 7 2 2 -0 2 .3 8 4 8 -0 1 .2 1 0 .7 1 6 1 .7 1 2 .9 9 4 .3 4 4 .4 9
10. 2 0 . * 1428-02 .8 2 1 8 -0 2 .9 9 6 5 -0 2 .3 9 3 8 -0 1 .2 1 5 .7 3 5 1 .6 8 2 .3 9 1 .2 1 4 .3 6
9 . 1 9 . .1 6 3 8 -0 2 •1 0 6 8 -0 1 .1 2 9 2 -0 1 .5 0 8 8 -0 1 .2 7 8 .9 5 1 2 .1 7 3 .7 4 5 .3 9 5 .5 7
TOTALS .6 2 9 8 *0 5 .4 6 7 8 *0 5 .3 5 0 8 *0 5 .3 2 7 8 *0 5 •3 40 8 *35 .3 4 5 8 *0 5 .3 3 7 8 *0 5 .3 2 0 C *0 5 .3 0 6 6 *0 5 .3 0 5 *
N I B U T - .4 0 0 8 * 0 5 - .4 0 0 8 * 0 5 - .4 0 0 8 * 0 5 - .4 0 0 8 * 0 5 - .4 0 3 8 *0 5 -.4 0 3 8 *0 5 - .4 0 3 8 * 0 5 - .4 0 0 E *0 5 - .4 0 0 8 * 0 5 i . o o
Table 6.1 Hydrogen Cross Sections
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Wjk = the cross-section for fragmentation from nuclide k to 
nuclide j.
We determine spectral abundances Nj(E,x) for each species j 
at -25 gm.cm-2 intervals of interstellar pathlength x 
spanning 0-10 gms.cm-2 (slab model abundances). Weighting 
these with an exponential pathlength factor exp(-x/L) we 
obtain the abundance distributions which correspond to an 
exponential distribution of lifetimes. We use the value L=6 
gas.cm-2 for the mean pathlength* in accordance with current 
estimates based on the ratio of secondary to primary species 
at energies comparable to those we are discussing 
(Silverberg et al, 1976).
3.1 FRAGMEN T A T I O N  CBOSS-SECTIONS
Fragmentation cross-sections Wjk for protons on nuclei 
(hydrogen cross-sections) are given by Silverberg and Tsao 
(1973# 1976) 0 and Perron, (1975). Silverberg and Tsao give 
a semi-empirical formula which is of great utility for 
calculating the many cross-sections which are unmeasured. 
The formula fits most of the measured cross-sections. 
Perron (1975) gives recent measurements of proton-iron 
cross-sections for fragment nuclei with Z>20 which we 
use instead of the semi-empirical formula, in the cases when 
they disagree. As an example, the cross sections for Iron 
on hydrogen are shown as a function of energy and secondary 
species in Table 6.1.








































































































































































































(1) Discrepancy with observations.
(2) Inproved agreement with observations.
(3) Assuming cross-section 26-56 to 20-42 = 27 mb.
Table 6.2. Cosmic Ray Propagation Results
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4.0 PROPAGATION RESULTS
Nov let us compare the predictions of this model to our 
observations. Our observations are summarized in columns 2 
and 3 of Table 6.2. He begin our comparison by taking a set 
of previously determined source abundances (Shapiro et al. 
1976) and calculating the corresponding abundances outside 
the heliosphere (in the energy intervals appropriate to 
this experiment). The Shapiro et al. source abundances are 
tabulated in column 4 of Table 6.2, and the predicted 
isotope fractions and absolute abundances relative to Fe-56 
which we find by taking these abundances and using our 
propagation program are shown in columns 5 and 6. The 
isotopic fractions of Ti and Cr nuclei at the earth 
calculated by Perron (1975) ( column 7), agree very well 
with our calculations, thus helping to give us confidence 
our our propagation model.
It is the isotopic ratios which are of most 
significance in the source abundances, and also of highest 
reliability in our data. He therefore confine our attention 
from this point on to these ratios. The significant 
disagreements between the predicted isotopic ratios and 
those observed are indicated by "I" in column 5.
To reconcile these differences in the isotopic ratios, 
we assume a new set of source abundances (column 8) and 
calculate a new set of isotopic abundances at the boundary 
of the heliosphere (columns 9 and 10 of Table 6.2) which are
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in closer agreement with the measured isotopic fractions.
The new source abundances require the presence of both Fe-58 
and Fe-56 in significant quantities. With the possible 
exception of Ca,* our data is consistent with the absence 
of all elements between S and Fe in the cosmic ray source.
In other words, the masking effect of the substantial fluxes 
of particles produced by fragmentation from iron obscures the 
ability to measure a source contribution for these elements. 
In the next chapter we will try to interpret the physical 
significance of the isotopic source ratios we have measured.
* In the case of Ca the total charge abundance predicted 
using the semi-empirical cross-section formula is only about
0.3 of that actually measured. In our experiment only 18 Ca 
nuclei are analyzed for their isotopic abundance, so that it 
is possible that one is observing an extreme statistical 
variation. However, our overall charge abundance ratio 
Ca/Fe = 0.21±.06 is very similar to that obtained by other 
workers based on much greater statistics. In the past the 
difference between the predicted and observed amounts of Ca 
relative to Fe was usually attributed to a source abundance 
of 1>0Ca 15% that of Fe (e.g., Shapiro and Silverberg, 1975);
however, that possibility is not allowed by our data since we 
see only a small amount of 1,0Ca. We observe that, using the 
semi-empirical formula of Silverberg and Tsao (1973), the 
total cross section for Fe fragmenting to Ca is ^ 48 mb.
There are no direct measurements to confirm this value and 
it is possible that it is low. We have carried out a separ­
ate calculation using a total cross section of 70 mb (1,0Ca =
27 mb), and these results are shown in Column 10 of Table 6.2. 
These predictions are in much closer agreement with our observ­
ations. It should be noted, however, that because of the 
limited statistical accuracy of the data, the uncertainties 
on the cross sections we would deduce from the data are 
large— e.g., the total cross section for Ca is 70±15 mb. The 
data is suggestive, however, that the cosmic-ray Ca isotopic 
abundance may be unusual. An explanation for this has been 
suggested by Silverberg et al., 1973, in which, during SI 
burning, the nuclei could pass through the "bottleneck" at 
A M 4  directly to the Fe group leaving S, Ar and Ca under- 
abundant. The above authors suggest that perhaps S and Ar 
are indeed underabundant, and our data, which suggest little 




SIGNIFICANCE OF THE RESULTS
1.0 INTRODUCTION
In the introductory chapter, the interpretation of 
our isotopic composition results in the framework of the 
theory of nucleogenesis was established as a goal. This 
chapter attempts to fulfill that objective, drawing upon 
the considerable theoretical groundwork which has been 
laid in anticipation of isotropic results.
The basic data which theories of the evolution of 
matter attempt to explain is the abundances of the nu­
clides. At this point in time (and for the immediate fu­
ture) we have only two categories of materials which we 
may sample to obtain information on these abundances. 
Terrestrial, lunar and meteoritic samples ("solar system" 
matter) comprise the first category, and the cosmic rays 
give us the second category. The cosmic rays are our 
sole sample of material from outside the solar system.
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The highest quality of information in both these 
categories is contained in the isotopic ratios of each 
element, rather than in the ratios of elements. This is 
because it is difficult to exclude the possibility of 
effects which alter chemical ratios having biased our 
sample. For example, in the case of the local matter 
abundances, evaporative rates are strongly dependent on 
atomic number, but very weakly dependent on the mass number 
of each chemical species. Similarly, in the cosmic rays, 
a charge dependent acceleration or propagation may obscure 
or disguise the information which was implicit in the 
chemical ratios at the birth of the cosmic rays, but the 
isotopic ratios are much less likely to have been signifi­
cantly altered by such effects. The isotopic ratios may, 
on the other hand, be strongly affected by the nuclear 
processes at the site of their birth.
In this chapter we will first examine and compare the 
data on local and cosmic ray source isotopic ratios. Then 
we will review the current work on nucleosynthesis, super­
nova models and cosmic ray acceleration as they bear on 
our measurements.
Finally, we will attempt to assess the impact of 







Abundance % Error %
Solar 
System %
F e 50 14± 4 22.5 + 5.4 0
F e 56 53± 7 77.5 + 6.1 91
F e 5 8± 3 < 13 5
S i 29 19±10 < 34
S i 20 70+14 80 + 10 92
M g 26 26± 6 12.8 + 2.7 11
M g 2 5 36± 8 19.4 + 4.6 10
CM&a 97±10 67.8 + 5.7 79
N e 22 9± 8 < 32 11
N e 21 10± 6 < 26
N e 20 33+ 8 97
+ 3 
-49 89








The isotopic cosmic ray source abundances (Chapter 
VI) contain several new facts w h ich are of overbearing 
importance, which we attempt to explain here. These 
facts are shown in Table 7.1. Discussing each of them 
in turn, we note:
(1) The presence of Iron-58 (.22.5 + / - 5 . 4) % of the 
source Iron;
(2) Heavy isotopes of Silicon are less than 34% of 
Silicon (lc);
(3) Mg-25 and Mg-26 are each present, at levels of 
(12.8+/-2.7)% and (19.4 + / - 4 .6)%, respectively;
(4) Ne-21 and Ne-22 constitute the order of 40% of 
Neon.
No w  let us contrast these figures with the isotopic 
ratios of local matter (Cameron, 1974):
(1) The Iron composition of solar system material 
is 91.66% Fe-56, 5.82% Fe-54, 2.19% Fe-57, and 
only .33% Fe-58.
(2) Silicon is 92.2% Si-28, 4.7% Si-29, and 3.09% 
Si-30. Our cosmic ray data does not disagree 
with these figures.
(3) M a g nesium is 78.7% Mg-24, and about 10% each of 
Mg-26. Again, our cosmic ray data is not in 
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Figure 7.1 Chemical Abundances
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(5) Solar System Neon is 89% Ne-20 and 11% Ne-22. Our
measurements of Neon are consistent with the above 
isotopic distribution within the statistical errors.
The principle deviation of our isotopic measurements of 
cosmic rays at the source from the solar system abundances 
is for Iron, and it is this difference which we shall focus 
on in our discussion.
The information from our experiment must, of course, 
be added to the previously obtained data on chemical and 
isotopic ratios in the cosmic rays as compared to the local 
abundances. Figure 7.1, from (Heyer et a l . , 197h) shows the 
state of information on chemical ratios. The important 
factors which can be seen in Fig 7.1 are the overabundance, 
by six orders of magnitude, of Li, Be, and B in the cosmic 
rays, and the large enhancements of elements 19 (K) through 
25 (Hn). These features find a natural explanation in the 
fragmentation of the cosmic rays during their transport 
through the interstellar medium. They yield information on 
the pathlength-matter density product of the primary cosmic 
rays, but tell us little about the cosmic ray sources. This 
is also true of the isotopic information which has been 
obtained for charges below Neon. The most significant fact 
which has been obtained from isotopic composition 
measurements in this range is the cosmic ray lifetime (ca.
1.E7-1.E8 years) which is deduced from the isotopic
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composition of Berrylium (Webber et al, 1973b, 1977, and
Garcia-Munoz et al, 1976) .
3.0 COSMIC RAYS AND NUCLEOSYNTHESIS MODELS
No* we turn our attention to stellar evolution models 
which have been successful in explaining the solar system - 
abundances, to discover what is necessary to explain the 
cosmic ray source observations. we draw freely from the 
literature in the material which follows, notably from 
Hainebach et al (1976) and Woosley (1975)*. However, before 
proceeding it is important to be aware of the strong 
assumptions which go into the comparison of a 
nucleosynthesis-type abundance fit to the cosmic ray
observations. Three of the more obvious assumptions are:
1. that the composition of the interstellar matter near the 
cosmic ray sources is similar to the composition we 
observe around us on the earth.
2. that the abundances predicted by nucleosynthesis 
processes feed equally into the cosmic ray accelerator 
(no selective acceleration);
3. that the abundances we observe are correlated with a 
single class of fairly similar events (eg. supernova 
explosions, not, eg., supernova explosions and 
interstellar Fermi mechanism).
*The reader is assumed to be familiar with the
fundamentals of stellar evolution as presented, for example, 
in Reeves, 1968.
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To explain the solar system abundances of the nuclides 
with Z> 10, explosive processes are necessary. For this 
reason, and also in light of the SAS II gamma-ray 
observations noted by Stecker <1975) which indicate 
concentrations of cosmic rays around supernova remnants, we 
narrow the remaining discussion to supernova-associated 
cosmic ray origin models.
Current supernova models (Arnett (1975) and Arnett and 
Schramm (1973) are based on the evolution of Helium cores of 
various masses. These He core masses have been related to 
main-seguence masses using previous Hydrogen-burning 
evolutionary calculations (Iben, 1963; Paczynski,1969).
The Helium cores eventually evolve to a 1.4 solar mass Fe-Ni 
core surrounded by a ,,mantle,, consisting of Si,0, Ne, C, and 
He as well as mixtures of Hg, S, Ar, etc. Beyond the mantle 
is an "envelope" consisting of normal interstellar material.
In all the current models of stellar burning which 
produce Iron, an explosion occurs in which temperatures in 
excess of several billion degrees are reached. The Iron 
comes from zones deep in the interior of the star, in which 
substantial Silicon burning is completed previous to the 
explosion. Iron is created in a state of nuclear 
statistical equilibrium with neighboring Iron-peak species.
The relative abundances of the Iron isotopes are functions 
of the temperature, the density, the time scale for the 
expansion and cooling of the matter as it is ejected into
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Figure 7.2 Supernova Nucleosynthesis Zones (Woosley, 1975)
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the interstellar medium (freeze-out), and the neutron
enrichment U of the material. The dependence of the 
isotopic composition on these parameters is weak with 
respect to the temperature, density, and freeze-out details, 
but very strong with respect to the neutron enrichment- The 
neutron enrichment is defined by:
where:
Xi is the mass fraction of the isotope (Zi, Ai),
Ni is the number of neutrons in the nucleus, and
the sum is over all the species present. It is very 
important that U is believed to increase monotonically 
towards the center of the star.
Figure 7.2, from Woosley (1975) shows a likely
configuration of a typical supernova just prior to the
explosion. It is not important for this discussion to
review the ideas regarding the exact mechanism of the 
collapse and explosion. It is important to see that current 
theory predicts that the Iron-58 is synthesized only in the 
last zone in which nuclei are stable. The next zone is the 
(possible) neutron star remnant. Our observations of Fe-58 
in the cosmic rays, in the context of this picture, demand 
that this very innermost zone of matter be accelerated to
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cosmic ray energies.
The detail of information which we can obtain from the 
Iron observation is very much enhanced by a Figure (also 
from Woosley, 1975) relating the neutron excess at the site 
of nucleosynthesis to the ratios of Iron isotopes. 
Hoosley's diagram is reproduced in Figure 7.3, with our 
observations superimposed. He find a possible explanation 
of the Fe-58 abundance at a neutron excess of .081*/-.01.
Note that because of the strong dependence of the Fe-58 
abundance on 0, this value is quite accurately known. The 
source abundance of Fe-54 is small or zero, the small 
fraction which we observed at the instrument having been 
lost in the corrections for fragmentation from Fe-56 and 
Fe-58 in the instrument, the atmosphere and the interstellar 
medium. The value of U determined above predicts no Fe-54.
If Fe-54 is present at all, it must have a different source 
than the Fe-58.
This last statement is particuarly interesting in light 
of the paper by Hainebach et al (1974) on the origin of the 
solar system isotopes in the Iron peak. They find that two 
different processes are required, one to account for the 
observed Fe-54, 56, 57, Cr-52, 53, Ni-58, and Mn-55 (0 =
.0037) and another to account for Fe-58 and Ti-50, Cr-54,
V-51, Ni-62 at D = .077.
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It is possible to speculate that a substantial portion 
of the solar Fe-58 may be in fact old cosmic rays, which 
lost their energy before the solar system was formed, thus 
enriching the pre-solar interstellar medium in Fe-58. «e 
will not pursue this suggestion further at this point, 
because it takes us from the topic of cosmic ray composition 
into the field of nucleocosmochronology.
4.0 CONCLUSIONS ,
We have discussed a measurement of cosmic ray isotopic 
composition which has strong implications for theories of 
cosmic ray origin. Commencing with details of the 
instrument, and following each step of the data analysis, we 
have reached the conclusion, which until this point was a 
popular but unproven hypothesis, that at least part of the 
cosmic ray nuclei are born in explosive events associated 
with nucleosynthesis. Further, we have identified the zone ' 
from which the Iron component of the cosmic rays comes; it 
is the innermost zone of the exploding star, with the 
highest values of neutron enrichment. Much theoretical work 
must follow on these observations. The implications for 
cosmic ray acceleration are certain to be large, for now 
theories must accelerate the material closest to the core of 
the star. The Sturrock (1971) model of the pulsar mechanism 
has suggested that material from the surface of the pulsar 
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Figure 7.3 Isotopic Fractions of Iron 
as a Function of Neutron Excess
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and Chevalier (1975), which most effectively accelerate 
material farther from the core must show how material from 
deep within the star can be mixed with that in the outer 
zones, if they are to remain credible. Our observations 
indicate that supernovae acceleration mechanisms must be 
effective in spite of the objections which are currently 
raised regarding the severe adiabatic deceleration which 
particles may experience before they escape from the 
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The central problem of counter design for cosmic ray 
composition studies is that of combining large geometrical 
collecting power with high resolution detectors. One 
important source of resolution broadening is "pathlength 
errors" which are the variations in the energy deposited in 
any penetrated detector caused by the secant (e) increase of 
pathlength* where (e) represents the angle between the 
particle trajectory and the perpendicular to the detector 
surface. This increase has the two-fold effect of 
increasing the output of the detector traversed* and 
decreasing the energy with which the particle enters the 
following detectors. The combination of suitably curved 
detectors with a radius measurement at the opposite end of 
the telescope is a simple and powerful technique for 
removing pathlength errors.
The principle of the method is seen in figure A 1.1,. It 
may be seen from this Figure that particles which pass 
through the S1 and S1* detectors at any radius from the 
instrument axis may take a variety of trajectories through
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the C detectorr and that these trajectories may he inclined 
with respect to the normal to the C-detector surface, thus 
giving an increase of pathlength, and therefore signal, from 
the detector* The crux of the pathlength correction 
technique is that if the radius of the particle from the 
axis at Si1 is known, and if the curvature of the C detector 
is chosen appropriately, then all trajectories through any 
fixed S11 radius have very similar angles with respect to 
the C-detector surface. As we note on Figure A1.1,
particles passing near the maximum radius of S1 and S 1 1 have 
pathlength errors of from 10.8 to 12.4 %. Therefore
knowledge of the particle radius in S1* may be used to
remove the majority of the pathlength errors in C. As a
further step, the decrease of energy loss in the detector in 
which the particle stops, due to the increase of pathlength 
through the detectors above it, may be computed and 
corrected for.
The principle of the radial information system is also 
quite simple: The thin scintillator SI* has a 2”
photomultiplier optically coupled to its center, and is 
situated as close as possible to s-1. It is painted on the 
edge and wrapped with foil in such a way that it has a 
fall-off of pulse height with radius of about 15%/inch. The 
pulse height in S1* is therefore a function of scintillator 
output and radius. The adjoining counter S1 has had all the 
spatial non-uniformities removed, by compensation. 
Therefore the ratio S1/S1' may be used as the argument of a
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function to give the radius, and thus the pathlength 
correction.
In the follouing sections of this Appendix, ve discuss 
the geometry of the pathlength correction for detectors 
which are penetrated, the corrections to detectors in which 
the particle stops, and the technique used for establishing 
the radial scale. He conclude the last section with a 
discussion of the net pathlength error which results from 
the combined effects of errors in the radial measurement and 
intrinsic errors in the pathlength correction technique.
2.0 CORRECTION TO PENETRATED DETECTORS
Assuming that the radius of a particle is known 
precisely in one curved detector, we may study the 
pathlength effects in penetrated detectors at the opposite 
end of the telescope using elementary geometry. Refer to 
Figure A 1.2.
To calculate the pathlength error in the bottom 
detector in this Figure, the angle (e) may be determined as 
follows.
Let:
e= the angle from the particle trajectory to the
perpendicular to the detector surface
x,i,z= unit vectors in the radial, transverse, 
and axial directions








Figure Al.2 Pathlength Correction Geometry
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T= unit vector along trajectory
S= trajectory radius in radius detector
Cs= radius of curvature of radius detector
Smax= max radius of radius detector
L= minimum detector separation
E= trajectory radius in detector studied
Cr= radius of curvature of detector studied
Rmax= maximum radius of detector studied
w= azimuth of trajectory intersection
with detector studied relative 
to intersection with radius detector




And the fractional pathlength increase 'P* is given by
P = ( I t — — j”1 V R* T
Equality represents the approximation that the detector is 
flat in the region of the trajectory. This is strictly 
valid only for zero thickness detectors, but the departure 
from validity is of the order of the fractional correction 
squared.
The coordinates of the trajectory intersection with the 
detector studied are defined as (R,0,0) , while the
intersection with the radius detector is
(Scos (w) 0 Ssin (w) , Z).
CERENKOV DETECTOR PATHLENGTH CORRECTIONS
S I ’ RMS M A X (P )
RADIUS P% ERROR MIN (P)
0.000 0.091 0.052 0.162
2.000 0.294 0.203 0.737
4.000 0. 887 0.386 1.446
6.000 1. 881 0.511 1.910
8.000 3.329 0.611 2.296
10.000 5.103 0.702 2.608
12.000 7.382 0.683 2.493
14.000 10.131 0.581 2.064
Table Al.l Cerenkov Detector Pathlength Corrections
S2 DETECTOR PATHLENGTH CORRECTIONS
%
SI' RMS M A X (P )
RADIUS P% ERROR MIN(P)
0.000 0.019 0.011 0.034
3.000 0.369 . 0.106 0.399
6.000 1.424 0.171 0.632
9.000 3.177 0.158 0.573
12.000 5.617 0.110 0.348
15.000 8.726 0.313 1.245
Table A l . 2 S2 Detector Pathlength Corrections
Then:
R = (Rx + Vz)/(R2 + V 2)35
m (R - S cos w)x - S sin w  x  + Zz
T — ~.........  y.
(R2 + S2 - 2RS COS W + Z 2)^
„ „ (R2 - RS cos w + VZ>
R*T =' ----- -----------------------
{(R2 + S 2 - 2RS cos w + Z 2)(R2 + V 2)} 
where
S = L+(Cs2- S 2)J5+(Cr2-R2 )ls- (Cs2-Sm a x 2)3s-




V  = (Cr 2-R2)}5
The mean pathlength errors are determined as a function 
of radius in the radial measurement detector by numerically 
averaging over the area of the detector studied, weighting 
each differential element of the numerical integral with the 
geometrical factor appropriate to it (Heristchi, 196 7). An 
analysis of the Cerenkov detector C is shown in Table A1.1 
below. The first column gives radius in S1*, the second 
gives the fractional pathlength error 'P*, the third gives 
the root-mean square deviation of 'P1, and the fourth gives 
the difference between the extreme values of 'P*. It can be 
seen that perfect knowledge of the radius in the radial 
measurement.detector would allow redaction of the pathlength 
errors in C from a mean of 5.5% to less than 0.7%, which is 
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Similarly, pathlength errors in the S2 counter can in 
principle be corrected to 0.5%, as we may see from Table 
A1.2.
3.0 CORRECT10HS TO STOPPING DETECTORS
The effect of an increase in pathlength in the 
detectors above the one in which the particle stops is to 
decrease the energy loss in the stopping detector. This 
effect can be corrected for in a simple manner, by 
increasing the pulse from the stopping detector 
proportionately to the pathlength correction applied to the 
detectors which are penetrated.
To study the relationship between the correction to the 
stopping counters and that to the penetrated counters, we 
first construct Figure A1.3 from energy loss calculations.
He have assumed a series of radii in S1*, as indicated in 
the Figure. For each radius in S1* the thickness of the 
subsequent elements of the telescope is increased by the 
average pathlength error calculated for each SI* radius.
This Figure shows the average energy deposited in E1 and S1 
by Oxygen-16 nuclei which stop in E1. The S1 detector 
curvature is chosen to minimize the overall pathlength 
errors in it, and for a given particle energy, the S1 energy 
deposit is independent of radius. Therefore this figure in 
effect gives a measure of the pathlength error in E1 as a 
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Figure Al.4 Pathlength Correction to El
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determine this error for any S1 radius from the figure; it 
is the difference between the curve at 0" and that at the 
radius considered, at constant S1.
The next step in this analysis is to find a convenient 
method of expressing this error, which is valid for all 
nuclei. A logical choice of parameter to correlate with the 
£1 pathlength error is the pathlength error in S2, since 
these two quantities are physically related, as we have 
discussed. The correlation of the E1 pathlength error
with that in S2 is shown in Figure A 1.4. The curves on this 
graph show that at all S1 radii, the increase of energy 
deposit in 5 2 due to pathlength errors is well-correlated 
with the decrease of energy deposit in El, except for the 
smallest energy deposits in El. Therefore if we make the 
linear correlation shown in A 1.4, E1 will be corrected as 
shown by the arrows on Figure A 1.3. A survey of other 
nuclei has proved that the correlation function shown in 
Figure A 1.4 is adequate for all cases.
The case of particles stopping in the E2 counter is 
handled in a similar fashion, but the correction is not as 
well determined, because El is flat, and therefore the 
pathlength errors in E1 are much larger. Note that although 
the pathlength correction to E2 due to variations of (e) in 
E1 is not well defined, that in the sum E1+E2 is known to 
high accuracy, being only due to the well defined pathlength 
variations in (e) through S2 and C. This is the reason for
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the use of this sun in the data analysis for particles 
stopping in £2.
4.0 RADIAL MEASUREMENT DETECTOR
4.1 RADIAL SCALE
Three pieces of information are used to establish the 
relationship between the ratio S1/S1* and the radius, these 
are:
1. The response of S11 to a localized beam of electrons of 
fixed energy. This response, as a function of S1* 
radius, was measured before and after the flight, giving 
the empirical relationship:
In S i 1 = A-kR 
where K and A are constants, and R is the radius.
2. Particles which trigger the S1' normalization detector 
'N* give a calibration point at 3.5 inches.
3. The peak of the S1* pulse-height distribution of all v=1 
particles of each charge. We have assumed that this 
point corresponds to a radius of 12.5 inches, for all 
charges. This assumption is verified by first 
calculating the expected pulse height distributions in 
S1* for a variety of detector resolutions. These 
distributions represent convolutions of the distribution 
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with the resolution of the radial detector- These 
distributions are shown in Figure 11.5. It is seen from 
this Figure thatr independent of S1* resolution, the 
peak of the distribution corresponds to 12.5". Thus we 
have two points with which to establish the radial 
measurement scale, along with an experimentally measured 
radial fall-off function. To verify that the
convolutions provide a reasonable representation of the 
data, we show in Figure 11.6 the measured distribution 
of Carbon events, and the calculated distributions 
(converted to pulse-height scale).
H.2 SATURATION OF S1'
Figure A1.7 is a logarithmic plot of SI* channel versus 
S1 channel, showing the N-events (3.5,J) and the S1* 
distribution p e aks(12.5") separately, for each available 
charge.. The slope of these two curves should be one for 
proportionality to hold between SI and S1*. What is seen 
instead is that as S1* increases, the ratio S1/S1* becomes 
slightly larger. This unexpected behavior siay be explained 
if saturation of the output of S 1 c relative to S1 is 
invoked. Modelling this saturation effect by
si 1 »c l  t _  ( D x )
saturated l+Sl'/a 
with a=4817, the observed nonlinear behavior is removed. 
















Figure Al.7 Radial Measurement Linearity
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Figure Al.8 Radial Measurement Calibration
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N-events at channel 2300 should have been in channel 4400.)
The source of the non-linearity was almost certainly 
electronic, probably in the S 1 * photomultiplier, which was 
run at very high gain in order to achieve sensitivity to the 
small pulse heights related to events at large radii.
4.3 RADIAL SCALE AND TOTAL PATHLENGTH ERRORS
Using information on the pulse height of all the 
charges mentioned above, the preflight calibration, and 
including the effects of S1* saturation, we have constructed 
the radial measurement calibration curve shown in Figure 
A1.8. This calibration curve is used to find the si* radius 
of each event, and thus to determine the pathlength 
correction to apply. The complete pathlength correction 
algorithm is shown in Figure A 1.9.
Using this radial calibration, we may estimate the 
intrinsic resolution of the radial counter. This estimate 
is made by making a convolution of differential geometry in 
S 1 * with sample Gaussian resolution functions to derive 
predicted pulse height distributions in S1'. Re can 
estimate the S1* resolution as a function of charge, by 
comparing the predicted distributions with observed 
pulse-height distributions. A sample was shown in Figure 
A1.6 for Carbon. Re find that the limiting resolution of 
the S 1 ' counter for Carbon and all heavier nuclei is 23*.
Pathlength Correction Algorithm 
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Figure Al.10 Cerenkov Counter -Pathlength Correction Errors
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The total pathlength contribution to the resolution of 
pathlength corrected detectors has two components. One, 
which we call the residual error (Qres), is the pathlength 
error which remains even if the radial measurement is 
perfect. This error is shown, for example, in Table &1.1, 
column 3. The second component, which is due to the error 
in the radial measurement, may be expressed as the product 
of the radial measurement error (which is a function of the 
S1* resolution) and the rate of change of pathlength 
correction (P) with respect to radius (dP/dr). The 
guadratic sum of these components is seen plotted versus S11 
radius in Figure A1.10, with detector resolution as a 
parameter. The pathlength error is seen to increase with 
radius to a peak at a radius of about 13". For a 23% S1' 
resolution this peak error is about 5%, and the mean error 




This Appendix is written to document some details of 
the data collection and analysis procedures.
1.0 DATA COLLECTION DURING THE BALLOON FLIGHTS
The instrument was flown three times in the summer of 
1974. On July 21 and August 3 it was flown from Churchill, 
Manitoba, and on September 22, it flew from Sioux Falls, 
South Dakota. For each of these flights, the instrument was 
carefully adjusted before the launch. Minimum ionizing Z=2 
particles were simulated in the pre-flight tests by using 
muons with X4 amplifiers, to set thresholds on the telescope 
coincidence elements S1 and S2 which rejected all 
penetrating protons, while allowing helium nuclei to trigger 
the instrument. The thresholds were set at channel 15, 
while the gains of S1 and S2 were adjusted so that minimum 
ionizing helium would be in channel 30. 12-bit (4096 
channel) ADC'S were used for each counter analyzed (S1, S1', 
Gas1, Gas2, C, S2, E1, E2, PEN). For the Churchill flights, 
the gas detector was not flown.
Figure A2.1 shows the geographic trajectories of the 
flights, and altitude profiles are seen in Figure A2.2. For 
the Churchill flights, both P and L-band transmitters were
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Figure A2.3 Bata Transmission
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Figure A 2 .4 Playback Configuration
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used, and the data Mas recorded at 20Kcs on vide-band video 
equipment, as seen in Figure A2.3. The telemetry mode was 
bi-phase, vith a repeated one-zero bit pattern maintained 
between events, which enhanced the experiment(s noise 
rejection capability. The use of a PCM bit synchronizer 
greatly aided the extraction of the signal from the 
background noise during time periods when the signal was 
weak. For the Sioux Falls flight, due to FCC regulations, 
P-band coverage was not available, but otherwise the 
situation was the same. For the first flight, downrange 
tracking was used, but this was not necessary for the later 
flights. Good data were obtained for a total of 28.4 hours 
at float from the three flights, for a net collection factor 
of 8450 square m-ster-sec.
2.0 PLAYBACK OF FLIGHT DATA
The playback configuration is diagrammed in Figure 
A2.4. The flight data was in the form of video tape 
(analog) records of the signal received by the ground 
stations. During playback, the signal is scanned for the 
6-bit synch pattern which signals transmission of an event.
This pattern initiates the placing of the event data into a 
record of information for output to a computer tape. The 
extraction of data from the video tapes was facilitated by 
the use of the bit synchronizer again, which by maintaining 
a high degree of phase synchronization vith the incoming
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signal, is able to reject spurious frequency components, 
thus greatly enhancing the signal-to-noise ratio.. An 
alternate mode of playback operation, which was used for the 
Churchill *8' and the Sioux Falls flights, ignored the synch 
information and put all the data, including the one-zero 
pattern onto the computer tape. This allowed computer 
scanning of the bits between events to eliminate noisy 
sections of data.
3.0 TEMPER&TOBE CORBECTIOHS
During the ascent, balloon experiments encounter 
ambient temperatures from -70 degrees to +70 degrees F . 
The experiment was wrapped in h inches polyurethane foam 
insulation, and (after the first flight) carried two heavy 
duty batteries driving resistive heaters, to moderate the 
temperature extremes. Even so, it was important to 
carefully remove temperature effects in each detector caused 
by the variation of temperature inside the package from 30 
degrees F to 80 degrees F.. This was done by determing, for 
successive one hour intervals, the pulse amplitudes of 
minimum ionizing (or v=1) B, C, 0, tig, and Fe nuclei which 
penetrate the instrument without slowing down appreciably: 
Matrices of C x (det) (where (det) is each of S1, S2, E1,
and E2) were generated for each hour of flight data, using a 
simple four-detector consistency
Temperature Corrections 



















SI C S2 El E2
V  1.0585 1.021 1.076 1.00 1.039
3* 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.993
0.9575 0.947 1.0162 1.020 1.015
Table A2.1 Inter-Flight Normalizations
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criterion*, and pulse height histograms were obtained for 
each charge, detector, and time interval. The gain shift of 
each charge relative to the initial interval vas determined.
An average gain shift for each hour vas then determined. 
Figure A2.5 shows the time-temperature profiles of the "A” 
flight and the variations of gain in three of the detectors.
The correction was performed on a record-by-record 
basis, with linear interpolation in time being used to 
determine the correction factor for each record of data. 
Events due to helium nuclei were removed from the data at 
this point, to reduce the computational load.
4.0 INTER—FLIGHT NORMALIZATION
To improve the statistical accuracy of information for 
the instrument calibration and to eliminate repetition of 
analysis, the data from all three flights were combined. To 
accomplish this, normalization coefficients were determined 
for each detector and flight in the same manner as the 
hourly temperature coefficients were found. The 
normalization coefficients for the three flights are shown 
in Table A2.1.
♦The selection criterion imposed was: [S1-S2]<.3S,
where S=(Sl+S2)/2, and [E1*-S]<.7S, [E2*-S]<.7s, E1« and E2« 
being normalized to the gain of S. denotes absolute
value.
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Figure A2.6 Convolution Results, in the Cerenkov Detector
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5.0 CERENKOV RESPONSE AT V=1
Lezniak (1975) has made a careful study of the effect 
of resolution broadening in Cerenkov detectors, vith the 
purpose of extracting energy spectra from Cerenkov pulse 
height distributions. As a first step, he investigated the 
commonly used calibration point for Cerenkov detectors, the 
«»v=1" peak. He determined the location of the v=1 point, 
given a typical Cerenkov pulse height distribution, by 
convolving the theoretical Cerenkov response as a function 
of v with Gaussian resolution functions, also a function of 
v, for typical energy spectra. The widths of the resolution 
functions were assumed to scale according to photoelectron 
statistics* The convolution results were used to define the 
relationship between the observed distribution peak location 
and the half-width of the distribution, and the inherent v=1 
peak location and inherent detector resolution. Figure A2.6 
shows the main features of the technique. Part a of this 
Figure shows the results of convolving the theoretical 
Cerenkov response with Gaussian resolution functions of 
various resolutions. Two examples of energy spectra are 
shown, one for solar minimum helium, and the other for solar 
maximum helium. Part b shows the definition of the 
parameters which are measured from an observed pulse height 
distribution, part c shows the relationship between the 
intrinsic detector resolution and the observed width shown 
on part b, and part d shows the effect of various detector 
resolutions on the position of the measured distribution
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Figure A2.7 Isotope Mass Assignment Procedures
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peak.
6.0 MAP OF THE C ALIBRATION STEPS
This section presents a map of the procedures used in 
extracting the charge and mass information from the data 
with the help of the detector calibration points. Osing the 
map, we will trace the steps taken in passing from estimates 
of calibration point data to charge and mass values for each 
event. There are three steps shown on the map. Figure A2.7:
1. The calibration data are fitted along trend-lines, as 
described in Chapter 17. To mathematically represent 
these trend lines, ue have used a cubic spline fit of
three breakpoints, which keeps the lines quite smooth. 
The set of spline coefficients for each trend line of
each detector studied is the output of this step.
2. The next step gives predicted pulse heights in each 
detector for every desired isotope and energy. This 
program uses the spline coefficients and a look-up table 
of energy losses (Mev) at the calibration points for all 
isotopes of interest, to calculate the ch/Mev on the
trend-lines at the calibration energies of each nuclide.
Interpolation in log(Mev) by log (ch/Mev) between the 
points found on the trend-lines gives the response 
function for all energy deposits of the particular 
nuclide. An energy-loss routine gives the energy
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deposit (Mev), which is multiplied by the response 
function ch/Mev (Z#a, Mev) to give the predicted detector 
response in channels, a table is generated listing the 
channel number of all the detectors studied for a 
suitable range of particle kinetic energies and nuclei.
3. The table produced in step 2 is used to interpolate 
charge and mass values for each event# which may then be 
plotted as desired.
